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When Tony Hillerman looks back at seventy-six years spent getting from hardtimes farm boy to
bestselling author, he sees lots of evidence that Providence was poking him along. For example,
when an absentminded Army clerk left him off the hospital ship taking the wounded home from
France, the mishap put him on a collision course with a curing ceremony held for two Navajo
Marines, thereby providing the grist for a writing career that now sees his books published in
sixteen languages around the world and often on bestseller lists. Or, for example, when his
agent told him his first novel was so bad that it would hurt both of their reputations, he
nonetheless sent it to an editor, and that editor happened to like the Navajo stuff.In this wry and
whimsical memoir, Hillerman offers frequent backward glances at where he found ideas for plots
of his books and the characters that inhabit them. He takes us with him to death row, where he
interviews a man about to die in the gas chamber and details how this murderer became Colton
Wolf in one of his novels. He relates how flushing a solitary heron from a sandbar caused him to
convert Joe Leaphorn from husband to widower, and how his self-confessed bias against the
social elite solved the key plot problem in A Thief of Time.No child abuse stories here: The worst
Hillerman can recall is being sent off to first grade (in a boarding school for Indian girls) clad in
cute blue coveralls instead of the manly overalls his farm-boy peers all wore. Instead we get a
good-natured trip through hard times in college; an infantry career in which he "rose twice to
Private First Class" and also won a Silver Star, Bronze Star, and Purple Heart; and, afterward,
work as a truck driver, chain dragger, journalist, professor, and "doer of undignified deeds" for
two university presidents. All this is colored by a love affair (now in its fifty-fourth year) with Marie,
which involved raising six children, most of them adopted. Using the gifts of a talented novelist
and reporter, seventy-six-year-old Tony Hillerman draws a brilliant portrait not just of his life but
of the world around him.

“[A] fastidious reconstruction and expansive analysis of the Road Hill murder case…
Summerscale smartly uses an energetic narrative voice and a suspenseful pace, among other
novelistic devices, to make her factual material read with the urgency of a work of fiction.” ―New
York Times Book Review“A terrific book.” ―Nicholson Baker“A brilliant reconstruction of the
obstacles facing detectives long before the advent of forensic technology.” ―L.A. Times Book
Review“Not just a dark, vicious true-crime story; it is the story of the birth of forensic science,
founded on the new and disturbing idea that innocent, insignificant domestic details can reveal
unspeakable horrors to those who know how to read them.” ―Time“One eloquent doozy of a
true-crime thriller. A-” ―Entertainment Weekly“The Suspicions of Mr. Whicher combines a
thumping good mystery yarn with fine social and literary history.” ―Fresh Air“This is a great
biographical fiction of an interesting real life mid nineteenth century detective working a



shocking homicide case.” ―Mysterylovers.com“Fascinating.” ―Denver Post“If you are a mystery
lover, or if you have ever wondered how the modern love of the genre began, you'll enjoy
Summerscale's tracing of the early days of the profession and the fascination it exerted...a
fascinating look at Victorian life, death and detection.” ―Associated Press“In crime annals, it's
right up there with the Lindbergh trial or the mystery surrounding JonBenet Ramsey: In 1860,
one of Scotland Yard's finest was sent to solve the murder of a little boy at an upscale address
near London. It turned out Jack Whicher's hunch was right, and his footwork fed the public
imagination as well as writers such as Charles Dickens. Sadly, failure to clinch the case in court
upended Whicher's career.” ―Minneapolis Star-Tribune“Takes you back to a specific place and
time with all the imagination and skill of a top-tier historical novelist. You hang on every word,
flipping pages faster than you can read them….If you like your murder mysteries wrapped up in a
neat little package, this isn't the book for you. But if you're looking for a complex, intellectually
stimulating thriller that will leave you breathless, well, this mystery is well worth inspecting.”
―Fairfield County Weekly“Summerscale's clean writing makes The Suspicions of Mr. Whicher
so dynamic that she can't be accused of "freezing" the past--instead, she has done a masterly
job of reviving it, with all its curiosities and contradictions. But, most strikingly, she has created
an enthralling mystery by overlaying the fictional tools of misdirection and suspense onto a
nonfiction narrative that, in its day, helped inspire writers to create a new fictional genre--a
strange and very impressive feat.” ―American Scholar“Told and interwoven with admirable skill
and definition.” ―Bookpage“A bang-up sleuthing adventure.” ―Kirkus Reviews“A mesmerizing
portrait of one of England's first detectives and the gruesome murder investigation that nearly
destroyed him…Whicher is a fascinating hero, and readers will delight in following every lurid
twist and turn in his investigation.” ―Publishers Weekly, (starred review)“Summerscale organizes
the book like a period novel, with a denouement that suggests that full justice was never done.
Erik Larson (The Devil in the White City) fans will be enthralled.” ―Library JournalAbout the
AuthorKate Summerscale is the former literary editor for the Daily Telegraph and author of The
Queen of Whale Cay, which won the Somerset Maugham Award and was shortlisted for the
Whitbread biography award. Summerscale lives in London.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.The SUSPICIONS of MR. WHICHERA Shocking Murder and the Undoing of
a Great Victorian DetectiveBy KATE SUMMERSCALEWALKER & COMPANYCopyright © 2008
Kate SummerscaleAll right
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WHAT WE HAVE GOT TO SEE29-30 JuneIn the early hours of Friday, 29 June 1860 Samuel
and Mary Kent were asleep on the first floor of their detached three-storey Georgian house
above the village of Road, five miles from Trowbridge. They lay in a four-poster bed carved from
Spanish mahogany in a bedroom decked out with crimson damask. He was fifty-nine; she was
forty, and eight months pregnant. Their eldest daughter, the five-year-old Mary Amelia, shared
their room. Through the door to the nursery, a few feet away, were Elizabeth Gough, twenty-two,
the nursemaid, in a painted French bed, and her two youngest charges, Saville (three) and
Eveline (one), in cane cots.Two other live-in servants slept on the second floor of Road Hill
House - Sarah Cox (twenty-two), the housemaid, and Sarah Kerslake (twenty-three), the cook -
and so did Samuel's four children from his previous marriage: Mary Ann (twenty-nine), Elizabeth
(twenty-eight), Constance (sixteen) and William (fourteen). Cox and Kerslake shared a bed in
one room. Mary Ann and Elizabeth shared a bed in another. Constance and William had a room
each.The nursemaid, Elizabeth Gough, rose at 5.30 that morning to open the back door to a
chimney sweep from Trowbridge. With his 'machine' of interlocking rods and brushes he cleaned
the kitchen and nursery chimneys and the hotplate flue. At 7.30, the nursemaid paid him 4s.6d.
and saw him out. Gough, a baker's daughter, was a well-mannered, good-looking young woman.
She was thin, with fair skin, dark eyes, a long nose and a missing front tooth. When the sweep
had gone she applied herself to cleaning the nursery of soot. Kerslake - the cook - sluiced down



the kitchen. One other stranger called at the house that Friday, a knife-grinder, to whom Cox -
the maid - answered the door.In the grounds of Road Hill House, James Holcombe, the
gardener, groom and coachman to the family, was cutting the lawn with a scythe - the Kents had
a mowing machine, but a scythe was more effective when the grass was damp. That June had
been the wettest and coldest on record in England, and it had again rained overnight. Having cut
the grass, he hung the tool in a tree to dry.Holcombe, who was forty-nine and crippled in one leg,
had two helpers in the grounds that day: John Alloway, eighteen, 'a stupid-looking lad',
according to one local newspaper, and Daniel Oliver, forty-nine. Both lived in the neighbouring
village of Beckington. A week earlier Samuel Kent had turned down Alloway's request for a pay
rise, and the young man had given his notice. On this, his penultimate afternoon in the Kents'
employ, he was sent by the cook to see whether James Fricker, a plumber and glazier in the
village, had finished fitting Mr Kent's square candle-lantern with a new pane of glass. Alloway
had already called for it four times that week, but it had not been ready. This time he was
successful: he brought the lamp back and put it on the kitchen dresser. A local girl of fourteen,
Emily Doel, was also at work in the house. She helped Gough, the nursemaid, with the children
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. each day.Samuel Kent was in the library, drafting his report on a two-day
tour of local wool mills from which he had returned the previous night. He had been employed as
a government sub-inspector of factories for twenty-five years, and had recently applied for a full
inspectorship, in support of which he had gathered signatures from two hundred West Country
worthies - Members of Parliament, magistrates, clergymen. A wide-browed, scowling man, Kent
was unpopular in the village, particularly with the inhabitants of the 'cottage corner', a slummy
clutch of houses just across the lane from Road Hill House. He had banned the villagers from
fishing the river near his house, and prosecuted one for taking apples from his orchard.Saville,
Samuel's three-year-old son, came into the library to play while the nursemaid cleaned the
nursery. The child doodled on the government report - he made an 'S' -shaped pothook and a
blot - and his father teased that he was a 'naughty boy'. At this Saville clambered onto Samuel's
knee for a 'romp'. He was a strong, well-built child with pale yellow curls.That Friday afternoon
Saville also played with his half-sister, Constance. She and her other brother, William, had been
home from their boarding schools for nearly a fortnight. Constance took after their father -
muscular and plump, with squinty eyes in a broad face - while William resembled their mother,
the first Mrs Kent, who had died eight years earlier: he had lively eyes and a delicate build. The
boy was said to be timid, the girl sulky and wild.The same afternoon Constance walked over to
Beckington, a mile and a half away, to pay a bill. She met William there, and the two came home
together.In the early evening Hester Holley, a washerwoman who lived in the cottages next to
the house, called to return the Kents' clothes and linen, which she had laundered each week
since they moved to Road five years earlier. The older Misses Kent - Mary Ann and Elizabeth -
took the clothes from the baskets and sorted them out for distribution to the bedrooms and
cupboards.At 7 p.m. the three gardeners and Emily Doel, the assistant nursemaid, left Road Hill
House for their own homes. Holcombe locked the garden door from the outside as he went, and



returned to his cottage across the lane. Samuel Kent locked the garden gate once all the live-out
servants had gone. Twelve people were left in the house for the night.Half an hour later Gough
carried Eveline up to the nursery, and put her in the cot next to her own bed, opposite the door.
Both the children's cots were made of thick cane backed with fabric, and set on wheels. Gough
then went downstairs to give Saville a laxative, under Mrs Kent's supervision. The boy was
recovering from a mild illness and the family doctor, Joshua Parsons, had sent a messenger to
Road Hill House with an 'aperient' - the term was derived from the Latin for 'uncover' or 'open' -
which took effect after six to ten hours. The pill 'consisted of one grain of blue pill and three
grains of rhubarb', said Parsons, who had prepared it himself.Saville was 'well and happy' that
evening, said the nursemaid. At 8 p.m. she put him in his cot, in the right-hand corner of the
nursery. The five-year-old Mary Amelia was put to bed in the room that she shared with her
parents, across the landing. The doors to both bedrooms were left ajar, so that the nursemaid
could hear if the older girl woke, and the mother could look in on her drowsing infants.Once the
children were asleep Gough tidied the nursery, restoring a stool to its place under her bed,
returning stray objects to the dressing room. She lit a candle and sat down in the dressing room
to eat her supper - that night she had only bread, butter and water. Then she joined the rest of
the household downstairs for evening prayers, led by Samuel Kent. She also took a cup of tea
with Kerslake in the kitchen. 'I don't usually have any tea at all,' Gough said afterwards, 'but I did
that day take a cup from the general family teapot.'When she went back up to the nursery, she
said, Saville was lying 'as he usually did, with his face to the wall, with his arm under his head'.
He was wearing a nightdress and a 'little flannel shirt'. He was 'a very heavy sleeper, and had not
been to bed in the daytime that day, and so slept all the sounder'. She had been busy cleaning
the room in the afternoon, when he usually had his nap. The nursery, as Gough described it, was
a place of softness, hushed and muffled with fabric: 'The room is carpeted all over. The door
opens very noiselessly, it is bound round with list to make it do so, that I might not wake the
children.' Mrs Kent agreed that the door opened and closed quietly, if pushed and pulled with
care, though the handle squeaked a little when turned. Later visitors to the house detected the
rattle of a metal ring on the door, and the creak of the latch.Mrs Kent came in to kiss Saville and
Eveline goodnight, and then went upstairs to look out for the comet that was passing through the
skies that week. In The Times, the newspaper her husband took, sightings were being reported
each day. She called Gough to join her. When the nursemaid appeared Mrs Kent remarked on
how sweetly Saville was sleeping. The mother and the nursemaid stood together at a window
and watched the sky.At 10 p.m. Mr Kent opened the yard door and unchained his black
Newfoundland guard dog, a big, sweet-tempered creature that had been with the family for more
than two years.At about 10.30 William and Constance made their way up to bed, carrying their
candles. Half an hour later Mary Ann and Elizabeth followed. Before going to sleep Elizabeth left
her room to check that Constance and William had put out their lights. On seeing that their
rooms were dark, she stopped at a window to watch for the comet. When she retired for the
night her sister locked their bedroom door from within.Two floors below, at about 10.45 p.m., Cox



fastened the windows in the dining room, the hall, the drawing room and the library, and locked
and bolted the front door and the doors to the library and the drawing room. The drawing-room
shutters 'fasten with iron bars', she said later, 'and each has two brass bolts besides; that was all
made secure'. The drawing-room door 'has a bolt and a lock, and I bolted it and turned the key of
the lock'. Kerslake locked the kitchen, laundry and back doors. She and Cox went up to bed by
the back stairs, a spiral staircase used mainly by the servants.In the nursery at eleven, Gough
tucked the bedclothes around Saville, lit a nightlight and then closed, barred and bolted the
nursery windows before climbing into bed herself. She slept deeply that night, she said,
exhausted by cleaning up after the sweep.When Mrs Kent went to bed a little later, leaving her
husband downstairs in the dining room, she pushed the nursery door gently shut.Samuel Kent
went out to the yard to feed the dog. By 11.30, he said, he had checked that every door and
window on the ground floor was locked and bolted against intruders, as he did each evening. As
usual, he left the key in the drawing-room door.By midnight, everyone in the house was in bed,
the knot of the new family on the first floor, the stepchildren and servants on the second.Shortly
before I a.m. on Saturday, 30 June, a man named Joe Moon, a tilemaker who lived alone on
Road Common, was laying a net out to dry in a field near Road Hill House - he had probably
been fishing by night to elude Samuel Kent - when he heard a dog bark. At the same time Alfred
Urch, a police constable, was walking home after his shift when he heard the dog give about six
yelps. He thought little of it, he said: the Kents' dog was known to bark at the slightest thing.
James Holcombe heard nothing that night, even though there had been occasions in the past
when he had been woken by the Newfoundland ('it kicked up a terrible noise') and had gone
back to the courtyard to hush it. The heavily pregnant Mrs Kent was not disturbed by barking that
night either, though she said she slept lightly: 'I awoke frequently.' She heard nothing out of the
ordinary, she said, apart from 'a noise as of the drawing-room shutters opening' in the early
morning, soon after dawn had broken - she imagined that the servants had started work
downstairs.The sun rose two or three minutes before 4 a.m. that Saturday. An hour later
Holcombe let himself into the grounds of Road Hill House - 'I found the door safe as usual.' He
chained up the Newfoundland and went to the stable.At the same time Elizabeth Gough woke
and saw that Eveline's bedclothes had slipped off. She raised herself on her knees to pull them
back over the girl, whose cot was drawn up to the bed. She noticed, she said, that Saville was
not in his cot across the room. 'The impression of the child was there as if he had been softly
taken out,' Gough said. 'The clothes were smoothly put back as if his mother or myself had taken
him out.' She assumed, she said, that Mrs Kent had heard her son crying and taken him to her
own room across the hall.Sarah Kerslake said she also woke briefly at 5 a.m., then went back to
sleep. Just before six she woke again and roused Cox. The two rose, dressed and headed down
to start work - Cox took the front stairs and Kerslake the back. When Cox went to unlock the
drawing-room door, she was surprised to find it already open. 'I found the door a little way open,
the shutters unfastened, and the window a little way up.' This was the middle of three floor-to-
ceiling windows in the semi-circular bay at the back of the house. The bottom sash was raised



by six inches or so. Cox said she supposed that someone had opened it to air the room. She
closed it.John Alloway walked over from his home in Beckington and at 6 a.m. found Holcombe
in the Road Hill House stable, tending to the Kents' chestnut mare. Daniel Oliver arrived fifteen
minutes later. Holcombe sent Alloway to water the plants in the greenhouse. The boy then
fetched a basket of dirty knives - including two carving knives - from the kitchen, where Kerslake
was at work, and two pairs of dirty boots from the passage. He took them to a shed in the yard
known as the 'shoe-house' or the 'knife-house', turned the knives out onto a bench and started
cleaning the boots - one pair belonged to Samuel Kent, one to William. 'There was nothing
unusual about the boots that morning,' he said. Ordinarily he cleaned the knives as well, but
today Holcombe took over the task so that the boy could be ready sooner: 'I want you in the
garden,' he told him, 'to help me about some manure. I will clean the knives if you will clean the
boots.' Holcombe used a knife-cleaning machine in the shed. As far as he could tell, he reported
later, none of the knives was missing or bloodied. He took the clean cutlery to the kitchen at
about 6.30. With Alloway, he then spread the mare's manure.Soon after 6 a.m., Elizabeth Gough
said, she rose, dressed, read a chapter of the Bible and said her prayers. The nightlight had
burnt out, as usual, after six hours' use. Saville's cot was still empty. At 6.45 - she noticed the
time on the clock that sat on the nursery mantelpiece - she tried Mr and Mrs Kent's room. 'I
knocked twice at the door, but obtained no answer.' She claimed that she didn't persist because
she was reluctant to wake Mrs Kent, whose pregnancy made it difficult for her to sleep. Gough
returned to the nursery to dress Eveline. In the meantime Emily Doel had turned up for work. She
entered the nursery carrying the children's bath shortly before 7 a.m., and took it to the adjoining
dressing room. As she brought in buckets of hot and cold water with which to fill the tub she
noticed Gough making her bed. They didn't say anything to one another.Gough again knocked
on Mr and Mrs Kent's bedroom door. This time it was opened - Mary Kent had got out of bed and
put on her dressing gown, having just checked her husband's watch: it was 7.15. A confused
conversation ensued, in which each woman seemed to assume Saville was with the other.'Are
the children awake?' Gough asked her mistress, as if she took for granted that Saville was in his
parents' bedroom.'What do you mean by children?' asked Mrs Kent. 'There is only one child.'
She was referring to Mary Amelia, the five-year-old, who shared her parents' room.'Master
Saville!' said Gough. 'Isn't he with you?''With me!' returned Mrs Kent. 'Certainly not.''He is not in
the nursery, ma'am.'Mrs Kent went to the nursery to see for herself, and asked Gough if she had
left a chair against the crib, by means of which Saville might have climbed out. The nursemaid
said not. Mrs Kent asked when she had first noticed that he was gone. At five o'clock, Gough told
her. Mrs Kent asked why she had not been roused immediately. Gough replied that she thought
Mrs Kent must have heard the child crying in the night, and taken him to her room.'How dare you
say so?' said the mother. 'You know I could not do it.' The day before, she reminded Gough, she
had mentioned that she could no longer carry Saville, he being a 'heavy, strong boy' of nearly
four, and she being eight months pregnant.Mrs Kent sent the nursemaid upstairs to ask her
stepchildren if they knew where Saville was, then told her husband: 'Saville is missing.''You had



better see where he is,' replied Samuel, who had, he said, been woken by Gough's knock. Mrs
Kent left the room. When she returned with news that Saville had not been found, her husband
got up, dressed, and headed downstairs.(Continues...)Excerpted from The SUSPICIONS of MR.
WHICHERby KATE SUMMERSCALE Copyright © 2008 by Kate Summerscale. Excerpted by
permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site.Read more
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DedicationTo Marie, who wanted me to do this,and to all you other writers,
wannabes,shouldbes, willbes, and hadbeens included,I dedicate this effort. You’re the ones
whoknow it ain’t easy. May you get as lucky asI have been.Contents Dedication 1 Papa’s
Melon—and What Happened Next 2 Preparing for War 3 Boy to Man 4 The Second House
5 Considered Educable 6 Mama 7 The Adventure 8 Charley Company 9 The
Sentimental Journey10 At Last, the Real War11 Crossing the Vosges12 How to Get a Bronze
Star Without Knowing Why13 Life in the Mertzwiller Convent14 The Worst (of Course) Winter
Ever15 Halls of Ivy16 Now the Good Life Begins!17 Death Watch at the Morning Press18 Life
in the City Different19 Stranger in the Ivory Tower20 Janet, Tony, Monica, Steve, and, Finally,
Dan21 Inside the Ivory Tower22 Doer of Undignified Deeds23 Crazy Bus vs. the
Organization24 The FAQs25 Life Among the Flower Children26 Back to the Dineh27 That
Detour to Zuni28 Breakout Book29 Finally Finding Moon30 El Fin Photo Insert
Addendum Bibliography About the Author Praise for Seldom Disappointed Also by
Tony Hillerman Credits Copyright About the Publisher1Papa’s Melon—and What
Happened NextOutside on this New Mexico morning the dandelions add festive color to our
yard while I sit inside casting back in my memory for autobiographically useful material. I intend
this to be a recitation of good luck and happy outcomes but my mind turns up only fiascos and
misfortunes.The first memory popping up is of sitting on our front porch in Sacred Heart on a
torrid Oklahoma Sunday watching Papa trudging up the section line carrying a huge Black
Diamond watermelon. The Black Diamond is the most delicious fruit known to humanity and this
was more than a normal Black Diamond. Papa had been nurturing it all summer on the Old
Hillerman Place, picking off competitive melons and, when it wilted, helping it along with a
couple of lard buckets of water in one of his agronomy experiments. The previous Thursday he
had declared it ripe and rigged up a little arbor of sticks and leaves to give it cooling shade. He
announced that after Mass Sunday he would carry it home, put it in a washtub of well water to
chill it, and when the cool of twilight came we five Hillermans would eat it, inviting anyone who
happened to pass on our dusty street to come in and have a slice.Alas, it was not to be. During
the long walk in the humid heat Papa’s perspiration had made the melon slippery. As he reached
for our gate latch it slid from his grasp, crashed to earth, and shattered. I recount this incident,
trivial though it sounds, because seventy something years later I still recall my reaction was as
much confirmation as sorrow. At some level in my psyche even then I had sensed that this Black
Diamond was too good to be true. I must have mentioned this to Mama when she was
comforting us kids, because it’s the first time I recall hearing her favorite aphorism.“Blessed are
those who expect little,” Mama would say. “They are seldom disappointed.”I was about five then
and probably didn’t appreciate the doubled-edged irony in that beatitude. Looking back at life, I
find I have often received more than I ever expected and suffered less than my share of
disappointments.The absolute earliest memory I finally managed to retrieve also involved a



fiasco and, like so many to come, it produced a positive effect. I was sitting on one of those little
hills red ants form of the tiny bits excavated from their tunnels. We were living on the Old
Hillerman Place then, which means I was a toddler. I was scooping up sand and pouring it into
the ants’ exit hole. Why? Perhaps to block this passage and keep occupants from swarming out
to attack me. Alas, those already out were crawling all over me, biting away. Before Mama heard
my howls and rescued me, I had accumulated enough bites to make this incident a sort of family
legend.The next affair that pops from the memory bank is the dismal afternoon at Oklahoma
A&M when I fell so soundly asleep in College Algebra that I toppled from my chair into the aisle
and the professor sent me off to get a drop card. Turning away from that, I dredge up the terminal
night of my career as an infantryman when I had gone along on a dinky little raid intended to
capture two German prisoners. My role was to tote the stretcher on which we would carry a
captive in case we wounded him. Instead I rode back on it myself. Part of the way, that is. The
fellow carrying the front end stepped on an antipersonnel mine, which killed him and broke the
stretcher. I’m a little hazy about the rest of that trip, recalling the final lap was made with me the
passenger in a “fireman’s carry” formed by a couple of friends, recalling being dropped into a
frigid February creek, reviving while being strapped onto a stretcher on a Jeep, and being aware
I was going somewhere to get some sleep.Next to come to mind was my original literary agent
delivering her verdict on my first novel. Don’t want to show it to anyone, she said. Why not? It’s a
bad book. Have to think of your reputation as well as mine. Why bad? It falls between the stools,
halfway betwixt mainstream and mystery. No way to promote it. And where does the bookseller
shelve it? Stick to nonfiction, said my agent. I can sell that for you. How about me rewriting it?
Well, if you do, get rid of the Indian stuff.Unpleasant as those affairs sound, every one was lucky
in a way. The sleepy tumble into the classroom aisle resulted in an Algebra grade of W (for
withdrawal) instead of the otherwise inevitable F with its negative effect on one’s grade point
average. The fiasco at the Alsatian village of Niefern provided the “Million-Dollar Wound” for
which all sane members of World War II infantry rifle companies yearned and which got me
home at just the right time. My agent’s advice caused me to seek a second opinion, which sent
me to Joan Kahn, the Einstein of mystery editors, who saw possibilities in the Navajo cultural
material and subsequently forced me to be a better plotter than I had intended.Even the lost
contest with the ants had a good outcome. It established me as a kid from whom not much
should be expected. It remains a vivid memory because through my boyhood I heard it
described at countless family gatherings. It provoked grins and chuckles from uncles, fond head
pats from aunts, and helped establish my reputation among cousins. They used it to illustrate my
tendency to be impulsive (“Antnee didn’t worry about those ants already out. He just tried to put
the stopper in.”), stubborn (“Antnee wasn’t going to quit a loser.”), and a slow learner (“Antnee
had nine ants biting on him before he started yelling for help.”).I should explain I was called
Antnee until the draft board sent me off to the induction center because no child can pronounce
all three syllables of Anthony (Ann-tho-knee) and Papa didn’t want me called Tony. Later, grown-
ups began calling me “Little Gus” (Papa, August Alfred Hillerman, was Gus) and I became “Puss



Guts” to my male peers.The Gus and Lucy Hillermans of Sacred Heart included three kids—big
sister Margaret Mary, big brother Barney, and me. I will begin with Papa, because he was the first
to go, and the one I knew the least. Since Papa never talked about himself, that knowledge came
mostly from overheard conversations. He was born in Missouri to a German immigrant farm
couple. Except for part of a year in a college, he was mostly self-educated. He drifted into West
Texas when very young, taught ranch kids in a one-room rural school, where (as I heard him tell
an uncle on the front porch one summer night) the teacher’s first job was proving he could whip
the bigger boys by doing it. (Papa had replaced a fellow who had failed the test.) He leased land,
planted wheat, and made a great crop the first year. The second year it didn’t rain and Papa
“harvested the whole crop in my hat.” He worked as a cowboy, established some sort of
endurance legend by riding a horse from the Oklahoma Panhandle about two hundred miles to
somewhere else in an amazingly short time. He became a farrier and shoed mules in a coal
mine. He and a brother moved into Indian Territory and established a store at Violet, a violent
little river-crossing settlement that sprouted up on the margin of Cherokee Strip to provide
hospitality for those who needed to cross the border fast when they heard the U.S. marshals
coming from one direction or the Indian police posse from the other. When law and order
reached Oklahoma Territory and erased Violet, Papa moved to Sacred Heart.Here I am left with
a host of unanswered questions, which went unasked because Papa worked himself to death
before I grew mature enough to be interested. Somewhere in this period Papa had married—a
union which left him a widower with two daughters to raise. I’d guess Sacred Heart, with the only
Roman Catholic church in the territory and its school, drew him as a more civilized place to raise
motherless girls. It certainly offered no economic lures.Sacred Heart had come to exist late in
1876 because a railroad coveted land near Shawnee Mission, Kansas, to which the Army had
moved the Potawatomi Tribe to get them off land white folks coveted farther east. One group of
Potawatomis had won the “citizens” before their tribal name by helping General Andrew
Jackson’s ragtag army defeat the British in the Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812. When
Jackson became President he rewarded their heroism by giving them U.S. citizenship. They
were then rounded up and hauled off to the Kansas prairie. Benedictine missionaries joined
them there, built a school, hospital, and so forth. This grew into a substantial settlement, which
came to be called Shawnee Mission, which attracted immigrant farm families, which made the
land valuable, which inflamed the greed of railroad moguls. The Potts were forced to move
again.The government didn’t repeat the mistake of giving the Potts fertile land. In Oklahoma it
allotted them an expanse of brushy scrub oak and eroded clay hills so devoid of fertility, timber,
known mineral deposits, or anything else of value it was considered safe from the avarice of
white folks. The Benedictine priests and monks tagged along, built another school, infirmary,
etc., and registered the place with the U.S. Post Office as Sacred Heart.Meanwhile, the Great
White Father in Washington had decided the dozens of Indian tribes resettled in Oklahoma
didn’t need all that territory and in 1889 Oklahoma was opened to homesteaders and here came
a flood of whites. The overwhelming majority of these were refugees from the ruined



Confederate States of America, solidly Protestants. A few were immigrants from Northern states,
mostly with family origins in mainland Europe, and mostly Roman Catholics. Sacred Heart drew
these faithful as a magnet draws iron filings.Poor land or not, it attracted Papa. It also attracted
another Catholic widower, an Englishman named Christopher C. Grove, who came south from
Nebraska with two sons and two daughters in his wagon. The youngest was Lucy, fated to
become my mother. She was born in Nebraska in 1885 and was three when Oklahoma Territory
was opened to white settlement.Small as was Sacred Heart the romance that produced me
didn’t move fast. They married in 1920, when Mama was thirty-five and Papa forty-seven. Thus
they were forty and fifty-two respectively by the time I was born—old enough one would think to
be running short of patience for the foolishness of kids. But that was not to be.Readers who
expect exciting accounts of child abuse, which showbiz celebrities have made popular, will be
disappointed. Instead of the flogging we probably deserved, discipline went like this: For a mild
disobedience, broken rule, or out-of-line unruliness, Mama would stand us at attention and scold
us, individually and in total privacy. (I never actually saw or heard her scolding my siblings but I
presume they received the same treatment I did. Surely I wasn’t the only malefactor.) For more
grave or repeated offenses, Mama would tell me (Barney and Margaret Mary, too?) that she
would tell Papa when he got home from work.That sounds mild, but it produced awful hours of
waiting for sundown, for the sight of Papa trudging homeward down the dirt path along the
section line, for sitting on the porch trying to overhear Mama’s infraction report, and finally for the
summons into the kitchen for the hearing, the judgment, and the sentence.Papa sat in a kitchen
chair (he’d been on his feet all day) and you stood. He would describe your offense as he had
heard it and ask if that was accurate. It was. He’d ask your explanation and you would provide
whatever justification you’d been able to come up with. To illustrate I will use a triple offense I
recall from the autumn of 1934. The rules violated were playing in the cotton yard while cotton
bales were stored there, shooting a BB gun at another kid, and playing with matches. My
justification: lured into the cotton yard to talk to Billy Delonie (not to play). Billy was shooting
kitchen matches in his BB gun (we almost never had real BBs) and had let me use it to take my
turn. The match had hit a rock, ignited, and started the fire, which we had stomped out.Had I
been shooting the match at Billy? Well, yes, because he didn’t think I could hit him and dared me
to do it. Had Mama previously warned me thrice not to play around the cotton bales? I thought it
was only twice. Papa then explained about family rules and considered my responses. The now
popular “everybody else is doing it,” excuse was not allowed because we had learned we
operated by family rules. About now Papa would repeat this injunction, remind me never to judge
the behavior of others because they had their own set of rules, and then he would decide that I
had better go out and get a switch. I return with a switch (neither painfully large nor ridiculously
small) from a backyard peach tree. I hand this to Papa. He examines it and me. Did I think I could
remember family rules without a switching? I do indeed think so. All right, he says. Remember,
now, and go see if your mother needs some help.Since neither Mama nor Papa ever actually laid
a hostile hand on me, my best claim to child abuse involves clothing. The summer before it was



time to join Margaret Mary and Barney in the long walk up Church Hill and down the other side
to St. Mary’s Academy. Mama ordered a set of blue coveralls from Sears, Roebuck—to be my
principal costume for the first grade. Mama said I looked cute in them. Alas, so did the grade
school boys, clad in the bib overalls uniform of farm kids. Thus I became the swan among the
ducklings, an object of scorn and derision. But a little bit of serious sobbing into Mama’s apron
solved that problem and got me back into my own overalls.As a matter of fact, I can dredge up
nothing much to complain about in my formative period. We children spent those years of the
Great American Depression/Great Oklahoma Dust Bowl living miles below the current poverty
level but happily protected by love and the invincible ignorance of the young. Life in Sacred
Heart then (and now, for that matter) was not complicated by any possibility of getting rich.
Everybody was poor and when you’re a kid you don’t know you’re deprived unless you see
someone who isn’t. That didn’t happen around Sacred Heart.As I remember our village in the
1930s it first had two filling-station/general stores (quickly reduced to one) and thirteen
residences, including the brick two-story Zoeller house of the folks who owned the cotton gin. I
estimate the population at fifty but when I tried this number on Margaret Mary in 1999 she called
it inflated. Her count was thirty-four, and she named them for me. However, Margaret Mary didn’t
include some folks on the outskirts, Mrs. Bondeau and her alcoholic son, for example, who lived
almost invisibly north of the section line and across the creek, or Mrs. Brown, who lived with her
sons in a house on Mission property and was often away at Norman, having what we called
“nervous breakdowns” treated at the Oklahoma Mental Hospital there. Nor did my sister’s
census grant citizenship to the various Benedictines looking after the almost empty monastery
on the other side of Church Hill, or the Sisters of Mercy who taught at St. Mary’s Academy, or the
come-and-go oil field workers who sometimes lived a month or two in the house in the Zoeller
pear orchard.Whichever count you adopt, Sacred Heart was small enough so we were
considered country kids, as opposed to town kids who lived in Konawa, and large enough so
that Barney and I didn’t quite make it as “farm boys” since in our prepuberty years we did
“chores” instead of fieldwork. The human species always divides itself into us and them.Our
urban center was the place where the north-south section line joined the east-west section line—
both roads being rarely graded dirt, dusty when dry in those Dust Bowl years and only
marginally passable when it rained. Papa and Uncle Frank (Uncle Frank being the husband of
one of Papa’s sisters) operated a filling station and general store on the east side of this junction
just across the road from the Zoeller store. Behind the Zoeller Store was The Gin, our only
industry, which operated a couple of autumn months when the wagons rolled in with the cotton
harvest.Atop Church Hill, looking down on all this, was the new church—built of poured concrete
after a 1901 fire destroyed the old church (much finer in my mother’s memory) at the monastery
in the valley behind the hill.In my boyhood, the monastery was still managing to maintain itself as
a little spot of French culture in the wilderness. The abbot had long since faced reality and
moved the school to Shawnee. Not only was Shawnee (oh, blessed town!) the home of Marie
Unzner, who was to be my wife, partner, and best friend from 1948 until today, but it was the seat



of government of Pottawatomie County, the site of the Potawatomie Indian Agency, and
surrounded by flat, rich river-bottom farmlands, which offered folks hope of making a living.At
Sacred Heart during my boyhood, the old monastery buildings stood mostly empty but they
retained their formal red-brick dignity. The monastery-seminary itself was a great U-shaped
structure with basement, two stories, and attic dormers. Around it stood a stone bakery, a
convent where the nuns had lived, barns, stables, a grain silo, and so forth. A row of great trees
lined the entrance road but the formal gardens were being overgrown and the swans my mother
remembered fondly in the garden pond were no longer in residence. Margaret Mary believed
they had been transported to Shawnee to adorn the campus of St. Gregory’s College, which the
Benedictines founded there. Barney and I were pretty sure they had been eaten by Seminole
Indian boys. (The Potawatomi and Hillerman tribes were uneasy about the Seminoles, who had
oil money and more of what TV sportscasters now call “athleticism.”)Years later my infantry
company liberated a villa in Alsace that looked enough like the old monastery to provoke an
awful flood of nostalgic homesickness. The owner had fled, leaving on his walls pictures of
horses and autographed photographs of himself with Heinrich Himmler and other important
Nazis. One of my companions opened the wall safe with a grenade and we left with pockets full
of worthless Vichy French francs and a bundle of good cashable deutsche marks. We were
caught and made no profit from the burglary but even that affair proved lucky. Being arrested
caused us to be hauled back to the villa, where we had to count out the money under the eyes of
a clean, well-fed, well-paid major wearing a West Point ring. That caused us to miss a nasty little
fight to clear Grube, a Lower Vosge village held by an SS armored unit. (Better to be
embarrassed than shot at.)But back to Sacred Heart. Adjoining the monastery grounds and at
the very edge of the area that I include in our village, stood St. Mary’s Academy. The Sisters of
Mercy decided that Potawatomi Indian girls had as much right to an education as boys the
Benedictines enrolled. They built a great wood frame building, two stories with basement and
lined all around with porches. While the boarding students were mostly Indian girls, the sisters
also admitted day students, including boys.Oklahoma in those days required an eighth-grade
education. Sacred Heart offered either St. Mary’s or Georgetown School.Why was the public
grade school at Sacred Heart, a village in which no one could remember a George ever living,
named Georgetown? My guess is that since Sacred Heart was a very Roman Catholic, Popish,
Mackerel Snapper–sounding name and the board of education was 100 percent Protestant, the
board considered Georgetown a better choice. But why did my brother and I, white males, go to
a boarding school for Indian girls? Mostly, I guess, because of the religious instruction it offered.
Partly because even though Georgetown School had two rooms it hired only one teacher, a
young man who instructed grades one through four in one room and handled five through eight
in the other. That arrangement wouldn’t have bothered Papa, who had been the only teacher in
just such a school in Texas. What might have bothered him was the notion that the teacher was a
right-wing Ku Klux Klan Republican. The books in Papa’s little bookcase dealt with law and
political philosophy and the ones I remember best were the complete works of a rabid left-wing



writer who published The Iconoclast, a firebrand pro-workingman, pro-union, anticapitalist
newspaper. Had Papa been born in Munich instead of Missouri, he’d never have survived the
Nazis.I have not mentioned any youth recreational facilities in the foregoing. A swing set sat
under the only tree at Georgetown School but it was rarely used because it was downwind from
the two outhouses. St. Mary’s Academy had a swing set, merry-go-round, and slide in its
playground, but boys were kept on the other side of the fence. (The sisters forgave us for not
being Potawatomies, but not for being male.) There were usually only about nine or ten boys
enrolled, not enough for regular baseball or football (basketball had not yet found its way to rural
Oklahoma), so we played One-Eyed Cat, dodge ball, and similar stuff in the pig pasture behind
the barn.Our favorite pastime was Ape, which involved scratching two lines in the dirt about fifty
feet apart and then drawing lots to determine who would be Ape. Ape would post himself
between the lines, and we would run from line A to line B with Ape trying to catch us. When the
Ape caught one he became another Ape, helping in the catching process, until finally the single
runner left was the winner. Usually this was my cousin Robert, a contemporary of my brother
Barney. He was fleet, agile, taciturn, and strong; he did everything well and was my boyhood
hero.Then along came the Eisheid Brothers, Jimmy and Billy, and the game changed. The
Eisheids were visitors from another planet, city boys. Every rural kid knew city boys were sissies,
but the Eisheids hadn’t got the word. Instead of submitting when caught as we played Ape, the
Eisheids would struggle. This idea seemed manly. It spread. Soon making a capture involved
pinning the runner to the ground. Thus we’d return to the classroom after recess marked with
grass stains and gravel scratches. Then the Eisheids took it another step. They had to admit they
were captured. Jimmy usually would submit after a couple of fingers were bent backward to their
limits, but not Billy. He had to be choked. The technique was to cut off his air supply, ask him if he
was caught, release the pressure long enough to register his “No,” and then choke him again.
This continued until Billy said yes. The first time Billy passed out, producing the panicky
screaming that brought one of the sisters rushing out to investigate, we persuaded her that Billy
had merely fainted. The second time it happened she was skeptical. The third time she
pretended she would take Billy to Konawa to see Dr. Giesen (the only medico in our end of the
county). That forced the truth out of Billy. And that put an end to Ape.The kids at Georgetown
School had only one game. It was baseball. It went on year-long and it provided material for the
only thing I ever published about my hometown—the introduction to a scholarly book about one-
and two-room schools in the Great Plains States. The Georgetown team entered the Oklahoma
American Legion grade-school baseball tournament. They won their way to the finals and went
up to Oklahoma City to do battle with a huge urban grade school in Capitol Hill.If I expect you to
believe this could happen I must explain that rural education in the 1930s was much different (at
least in Pottawatomie County) than it is today. The law requiring completion of the eighth grade
didn’t say when. Farm kids missed a lot of days in spring plowing and planting time, and even
more during the wheat harvest and cotton-picking months. The larger boys would also skip when
roughneck or roustabout jobs were available at well-drilling sites in the oil patch. Therefore, while



city grade schools were fielding teams of thirteen- and fourteen-year-old eighth graders, the age
level at Georgetown with just a few kids to pick from, ranged from ten-year-old third graders up
to Nag Nonie, who was completing his eighth grade at twenty-one. Three of my cousins were on
the team. Nibs, who was about nineteen, Goober, who was seventeen, and thirteen-year-old
Larry—all sons of Uncle Chris Grove, who loved literature but loved baseball even more.
Georgetown took ten players to the big city. One got drunk the night before the big game and
was sent home. (Oklahoma retained alcohol prohibition until after World War II, which made it
easy for kids to get whiskey just as the current “war on drugs” now makes it easy for them to get
whatever we are prohibiting.) That left nine. The Capitol Hill coach objected to the 210-pound
twenty-one-year-old third baseman, arguing that if there wasn’t an age limit for grade-school
baseball there damn sure should be. Nag was declared ineligible. That left an eight-man nine,
but Georgetown was winning anyway because the Capitol Hill kids couldn’t hit our nineteen-year-
old pitcher’s fast ball. Alas, it was then decided the rules required a full team and Georgetown
had to forfeit the game.After grade eight, we boys had to catch the school bus to Konawa High
for the second lap on our road to enlightenment. That came at about the time our family was
leaving Sacred Heart, moving a mile and a half down the section line to a little farm my mother
owned. But there’s a bit more to be told about life in the village pertinent to the point of this
memoir. It concerns the development of Barney and me as War Lovers.2Preparing for
WarPerhaps obsession with war games is normal for young males. Or perhaps in the 1930s it
was the product of the international saber-rattling, which was dominating newspapers,
magazines, and radio. Mussolini was trying to re-create the Roman Empire by conquering
Ethiopia, the Japanese were doing their invasion of Manchuria, and the German General Staff
was testing its new tanks and fighters against Stalin’s equipment in the Spanish Civil War. The
newscasts delivered by our radio (when the battery was charged) were alive with accounts of
bombing raids and battles. So was the Sunday Kansas City Star, to which Papa subscribed, and
the back issues of Life, which our family dentist saved for us. Life editors were as fond of war as
were we boys.Our war games included one with marbles. Each player placed his army on the
battlefield, took turns getting one shot with each marble at the enemy marbles. Marbles hit were
dead. The last kid with marbles left won. It didn’t stay simple. Soon we were digging networks of
marble-depth trenches, molding marble-sized tanks of clay with matchstick cannon barrels, etc.
Barney wrote our version of the Geneva Convention war rules. Each marble could be moved
three inches after each turn, each tank could be moved a foot, etc. We played increasing
complicated versions of this well into our high school years.As grade schoolers, we were also
playing Cavalry and Comanches, riding imaginary horses through the woods, creeks, and cow
pastures, carrying wooden sabers, horseweed stalks as lances, and using clay balls (carried in
old socks hung from the side buttons of our overalls) as ammunition. The rules required one hit
by a missile to fall and cheating was rare. Sacred Heart offered a limited recruiting pool for our
wars, and the genuine farm boys away from the village were kept busy chopping cotton, plowing,
and so forth. Usually we had only Barney and me, Cousin Cecil from down the section line, the



three Delonie boys, and, when circumstances brought them in from the city, the Eisheids.
Sometimes Cecil’s big brother Robert would join us, but Robert matured earlier than we did and
usually was involved with more serious affairs.The Delonie boys, being Indians, were assigned
Comanche roles. But every Saturday evening the Rex Theater in Konawa would be opened and
a movie would be shown. These movies in the 1930s tended to be westerns and the Delonie
boys saw one of these. This made them aware that in Cavalry vs. Indian battles the Indians lose.
Henceforth, even though as Potawatomis they had no aversion to shooting Comanches, we
Hillerman boys had to alternate in the roles.For our trench warfare, fought in the mountainous
slag heap of cotton hulls left beside the gin, we chose up sides. Now cotton hulls are ground,
bagged, and sold as mulch. Then they were dumped, year after year, forming towering piles. Dig
away the newly dumped and you reached levels where pressure and decay had compressed
them into layers about the texture of sponge cake. In these great hills of rotted hulls we created
networks of trenches and tunnels in which to reenact the awful slaughter of World War I.Nature
had improved this ideal site with a row of bois d’ arc (Osage orange) bushes rimming the dump.
The “oranges” they produced resembled grapefruit in shape and color but were harder and
heavier—ideal cannonballs. Hits with hard-thrown clay balls and rubber-gun bands stung a little
and they remained our small arms. But before we discovered the Osage orange cannonball the
only elements of danger adding spice to the game were the occasional cave-ins of trenches or
collapse of tunnels, which left one buried and scared for a bit. Being hit with an Osage orange
really hurt, producing bruises, cut lips, loose teeth, bloody noses, and so forth. That added
nervous tension to the game. It also finally ended it.One of the Delonie boys (Tommy, probably
too little to be playing this anyway) stuck his head out of a trench to snap off a rubber-gun shot
just in time to be hit right between the eyes by an Osage orange. We revived him with water from
the gin pond, but Tommy ran home screaming. A moment later his dad came roaring out the
back door of his house, also screaming. We abandoned our trenches and fled, never to resume
the game.We didn’t abandon the cotton yard, however, nor other war games. On summer
evenings we rolled tires. The little skinny tires off Model A or B Fords were fighter planes. Truck
tires were bombers. The idea was to maneuver your tire into position to sideswipe an enemy tire
and send it wobbling into a crash.The inner tubes that came out of these worn-out tires were cut
into bands—ammunition for rubber guns. Barney had made an arsenal of eleven of these for us.
Eight were single-shot pistols, fired by squeezing the clothespin on the handle. Three were
automatic rifles, an invention of his. They were loaded by stretching the bands from the end of
the barrel and pressing them over a string into a sequence of notches. These were fired, single
shot or in a murderous burst, by pulling the string. The pain when shot at close range was such
that we finally had to ban them from our indoor version of the game.When winter and early
darkness made the cotton yard inhospitable we moved our war into the kitchen. To explain that I
must pause and explain our home. That requires explaining “Shotgun Houses.” They were
American ingenuity’s answer to the need of oil field workers, who would spend a few months
drilling a well then move to wherever they could find a job drilling another one. The house that



met their needs had a light wood frame and was narrow enough to be hauled on a flatbed truck.
On our lot east of the cotton yard Papa had arranged two of these in a T-shape. The house
fronting the street was a heavier three-room version. The room on the east end doubled as the
parlor, den, and parental bedroom. There Mama and Papa entertained guests and there the
radio was kept. When working it brought us “Little Orphan Annie,” “Jack Armstrong,” “Amos and
Andy,” Frank Buck capturing his wild rhinos, the news and reconstituted rebroadcasts of St.
Louis Cardinal games. And it was there the five Hillermans knelt each evening to thank the Lord
for another day completed. I can still remember the feel of the linoleum under my knees, and the
print of a Cruxifixion scene with Christ looking down at us from the cross. The prayers Papa led
were mostly thanks for blessing our family with such happiness, but we never forgot to include
an appeal for rain.The room in the center became the entrance foyer, storage area, and hallway.
The west-end room was the kitchen, dining room, and laundry. Here we took our baths in a
round galvanized tub filled with water pulled from the backyard well and heated in buckets on the
cookstove.The exit door of this west room opened into the backyard. There stood the rain barrel,
which caught runoff from the roof to augment bath and laundry water, the woodpile which fueled
the cookstove, the well from which hung the pulley and well rope by which we hoisted drinking
and cooking water to the surface, and the root cellar. The cellar was equipped with rows of
shelves holding the year’s supply of Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, onions, etc., and row upon
row of Mason jars containing beets, peas, green beans, corn, pickles, peaches, pears,
applesauce, blackberries, and assorted jams and jellies—mostly grown in Mama’s garden or on
our trees, and all peeled, prepared, cooked, and preserved in the torrid heat of the Oklahoma
summer prior to the invention of air conditioning.Behind this root cellar was the “chicken fence,”
which separated our yard from the territory occupied by the chicken house, the chickens, the
barn, and Bossy, our milk cow. The family outhouse stood demurely out of sight beyond the
chicken house.The rest of home was formed by a smaller two-room shotgun house tacked on to
the front one to form a stem of the T. This provided the bedroom shared by Margaret Mary,
Barney, and me and a storeroom at the end, occupied by boxes of apples, clothing waiting for
the season to change, and so forth.More important to me, the storeroom held a huge (by
boyhood standards) and sinister black trunk. The parental cover story was that it held family
keepsakes, heirlooms, photo albums, documents, and other such valuable and irreplaceable
stuff and it was therefore off-limits for kids. But in the awful reality that comes to boys in their
dreams I understood it was actually the den of a gorilla. On windy nights I would hear him
scratching and the lid creaking as he tried to push it open. Barney finally tired of being awakened
with my elbow in his ribs and my whispered demands for an explanation of the noises. He got
me out of bed, took me back there, opened the trunk, and showed me it was so crowded with
photo albums, old correspondence, documents, what must have been a wedding dress, and so
forth, that no gorilla was plausible.That helped, but the gorilla reappeared years later when I was
doing my sleeping in the Army’s Third General Hospital at Aix-en-Provence. My most popular
nightmare there had me trudging through a rainy woods, carrying my mortar, hearing the whistle



of artillery rounds and the sharp sound of tree bursts, passing Sergeant Arras, who was lying
face up in the ditch looking at me and saying something I couldn’t understand. But the gorilla
also showed up often, and now I would hear the storeroom door creaking open and I’d know that
if the light were a little better I’d see him looking out at me.Aside from the sinister storeroom, I
have nothing but good memories of that house. Papa had built a porch across the front of it and
screened in part of that for sleeping on those nights when the heat was intolerable. The entire
structure was mounted on pedestals of concrete blocks, which made it relatively level. The roof
never leaked, and air circulated through it in such a way that on torrid summer days the wet
towels Mama hung on the screens provided a nice touch of evaporative cooling. Even the odd
way the floors warped in our kids’ room wasn’t all bad. The boards bowed up in the middle,
which meant lost marbles could always be quickly found in the corners.The downside of the
warping was caused by dogs sleeping in the dust under the house. Country dogs collect fleas,
even our own beloved German shepherds, Lad and Wags. Fleas have survived down through
untold eons by developing fantastic jumping skill plus a radar system for detecting warm-
blooded food supplies passing by. Thus we three warm-blooded Hillerman kids learned not to
linger over the cracks between the warped boards of our bedroom floor during the summer.
When hot weather made fleas active we countered with a run-and-jump method of getting to
bed.The winds of winter also leaked through the cracks. On bad days, the linoleum on the
kitchen floor rose and fell with the gusts. I remember a happy house, but not a cozy one. Even
when the wood fire was raging in Mama’s cooking stove and the heating stove was going full
blast, the kitchen could be warm above the knees but chilly at ankle level.Not long before we left
the place to move to Mama’s farm, Sacred Heart was blessed by the arrival of a natural gas line
and Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal paid off with a Rural Electrification Administration power line.
Now we had electric lighting and it was practical to move our war game indoors during winter
nights. The new battleground became the kitchen. Here’s how it worked.Barney, as keeper of the
arsenal, would hand out rubber guns to those who had not come armed. We would stand on
opposite sides of the kitchen table, the light switch would be flicked off by the Starter, each
participant would find a hiding place while silently counting to fifty (“one thousand one, one
thousand two,” etc.). Then in the tense, silent darkness the battle would begin.You’d listen,
breath held. You’d hear the sound of bumping. Should you snap off a shot? Was it a trick to
cause you to give away your position? Finally there would be an uproar—shooting, falling chairs,
yelling, and banging. The Starter would switch on the light, expended rubber-gun bands would
be retrieved and the game would be resumed. (As I write this it occurs to me that Mama and
Papa, trying to read a few feet away in the living/bedroom, were long-suffering parents.) Eight
winters later when my slumbers in the Army Hospital weren’t being disturbed by walking past the
wounded sergeant in the ditch or the storeroom gorilla my subconscious would put me on my
stomach under the kitchen table in Sacred Heart, hidden by total darkness and the hanging
edges of the tablecloth, the feel of the cold linoleum against my stomach, the total silence
broken only by the muttering of wood burning in the kitchen stove. And over all that the dread



awareness that the muzzle of Billy Delonie’s rubber gun was probably about an inch from my
eyeball. That nightmare was just as unnerving as the others.3Boy to ManIf I make it to heaven,
I’ll ask my parents why they moved the family from our house in Sacred Heart two miles down
the road to Mama’s forty acres. I think I know the answer.Papa must have become aware he was
dying. Perhaps the store was failing—the victim of the Depression, of better roads on which
customers drove into town to do their buying, and of Papa’s policy of granting credit to anyone
with a hungry family or a hard luck story. Whatever the reason, we built a house on Mama’s
place, and Papa added to the forty by buying a twenty across the section line and a worn-out
eighty-acre farm a half mile down the road. He paid $1,100 for the eighty, which says a lot about
the condition of the farm and the price of land in the 1930s. It took a conversation with Barney,
about thirty years later, before I came to really understand why he bought it.I had guessed Papa
thought we could grow enough cattle and fodder on it to actually make a living. Barney thought it
went deeper than that.Papa knew he would soon die. Margaret Mary, the smartest of us, was on
the road to security and independence as a nurse. Restoring that ruined and eroded farm would
give Barney and me something to be proud of. Make men of us.Well, said I, we didn’t get it done,
did we? No, said Barney, we didn’t. But we might have if we’d stayed out of the Army. And aren’t
you glad we tried?And try we had. We put in little check-dams on the slopes to stop erosion,
seeded the pastures with clover and other legumes to provide some decent grazing, and kept
our two horses busy all summer pulling a breaking plow through the one good segment of
bottomland to kill the Johnson grass that engulfed it. Most ambitious of all, we began a project to
straighten a creek that snaked through that bottom, wasting much of our potentially good alfalfa
acres. Barney thought we could scoop out a direct route through the goosenecks for the stream
and then dam the old route to force the creek to use the new one. We made good progress that
first summer but the war came and got us before we finished it. Four years later the Axis had lost
its war but the creek had won this one.My most vivid memories of those last months before Papa
died were of the dismal November. The rains we’d prayed for in the summer heat had come,
making it the coldest, wettest autumn the old-timers could remember. For Barney and me it was
fence-building season, digging post holes, stringing roll after roll of barbed wire, and keeping a
little fire going for an occasional hand-warming session. It was an ideal situation for two brothers
pulled a bit apart by adolescence to get reacquainted.For example. A bitter Monday afternoon.
After Mass on Sunday I had seen a shiny new Nash roadster parked at the store in Sacred Heart
and had been captivated by it. I’ll have one of those one day, I assured Barney. I would find a way
to make a huge amount of money. Barney put on his older-brother hat and asked me why I
wanted a huge amount of money. I said I’d buy a Nash. Maybe even a Packard. Barney was not
impressed. If you have food to eat and a warm, dry home, there’s just one thing money is really
useful for, Barney told me. You can use it to buy your life back. Then you don’t have to waste it
doing things you don’t like to do just to make money. I didn’t understood this theory, so he
explained it. Don’t look for a way to make money; find a way to make a living doing what you like
to do anyway. Otherwise you’re just raising funds to buy yourself out of slavery.That sounded



foolish at the time. In 1993 I went back to the house we’d left behind fifty years earlier and made
a side trip to see how the fence had fared. It was still doing its duty and seeing it recalled
Barney’s philosophy. Foolish or not, it turned out to be pretty much the rule we’d both
followed.4The Second HouseOur second house had also survived well. It was built on a
concrete foundation with two bedrooms upstairs and a living room, bedroom, kitchen, and
(praise God!) bathroom with indoor plumbing downstairs. That indoor bathroom—a first for our
family and a rarity in the south end of Pott County—was luxury indeed.This house was made
possible because years earlier Papa and Uncle Frank had provided desperately needed money
and years of “on credit” food to a starving-out farm family. The family had eventually given up and
joined Steinbeck’s Joads in the Dust Bowl migration to California. The bank at Konawa had
foreclosed on the abandoned farm but Papa had found himself holding “mineral rights” to the
tract. Such rights are generally worthless (I know, having been stuck with some down through
the years) but this site proved a rare exception. It eventually attracted the interest of an oil
company. Papa was paid about five thousand dollars for a drilling lease. The wildcat well was the
usual dry hole, but the lease money paid to build our house. The indoor bathroom was possible
because a Rural Electrification Administration power line went down the section road past
Mama’s forty, providing electricity for the house and the pump which put water into the bathroom
and kitchen.We moved into it in 1938, the grim bottom of the Depression. The price of cotton
was so low it was being left unpicked in the fields and the Zoeller gin was closing. The beautiful
Chester White boar on which Barney had lavished untold months of loving care and tons of table
scraps won a blue ribbon at the county fair but brought him a check for only $7.23 when he sold
it. The only jobs in our end of the county were with the WPA (when the Works Progress
Administration had a project going) or day labor “rough-necking” at an oil well rig when someone
had money to gamble on drilling. The only work I could find when our own crops were laid by
was with hay baling crews. At fifteen, I could drive a buck rake as well as anyone else, or feed
the baler, or even push the bailing wire through the slots. The pay was $1.25 for a ten-hour day
and bring your own lunch. That 12.5-cents-per-hour scale made the 35-cents-an-hour wage I’d
be making as an Oklahoma A&M college freshman seem generous.I was no more aware of this
economic crisis in American history than I was that Papa’s heart was wearing out and the only
help Dr. Giesen could offer him was an estimation of how many more months it would pump. Our
menus, typical of the pre-refrigerator times, were seasonal but we ate well. There was a year-
round supply of fresh eggs, fresh milk, fresh-churned butter (I’d guess that not 10 percent of
today’s Americans have ever experienced the delight of any of those three in their truly fresh, pre-
refrigeration state), plus poultry, salt pork, and cottontail rabbits. Summer brought the whole
array of things Mama produced in her garden, and Papa planted just about every sort of fruit
tree, vine, or bush that would grow at our latitude—including three species of berries, four types
of grapes, and apples, pears, plums, and peaches. Except for poultry and game, hot weather
limited us to cured meat. The ice truck rolled out from Konawa and those who subscribed were
provided little signs to stick in the screen door declaring whether they wanted twenty-five- or fifty-



pound blocks to put in their iceboxes. But even fifty pounds lasted only about three days. Thus,
eating fresh pork and beef was limited to winter with the season stretched a bit by the custom of
neighbors sharing meat when they butchered. While the story was far different in the cities, I
doubt if many farm families went hungry during the Depression.The trouble wasn’t food. It was
lack of money to pay property taxes and to buy things you couldn’t grow in Pott County—such as
sugar, salt, flour, the other kitchen staples, barbed wire for fences, medicine, parts to keep the
old auto running, etc. Gasoline that year sold at eight gallons for a dollar in Shawnee but like
most folks on the fringe of the oil patch we didn’t buy all of our gasoline. We kept a fifty-five-
gallon oil drum on a rack into which we collected “drip”—the condensation that collects in natural
gas pipelines where they sag at creek crossings. Taking this gasoline is illegal now and probably
was then. But the oil companies didn’t mind. If we didn’t steal it they had to hire someone to tour
the lines and drain them. But, alas, even that had its downside. Drip gasoline was rich with sulfur
and cars that burned it trailed behind them that awful rotten-egg aroma, sure evidence of what
we were up to and a cause of some loss of social status.Whatever the parental motivation for
leaving Sacred Heart the move was the big excitement of my boyhood. I quit being a village kid
and became a farm boy. Moving two miles may not imply a dramatic change in life style but as
village kids Barney and I did only “chores”—cleaning the chicken house, weeding Mama’s
garden, milking Bossy, feeding the hogs, chopping cookstove kindling, pulling water out of the
backyard well to meet the needs of the kitchen, wash day, and Saturday baths and helping
Mama with her efforts to make the yard pretty, etc. Now we were farmers.Workwise, the really
big improvement was for Margaret Mary, who had always carried the heavier load. Being big
sister, the role of overseeing two younger brothers fell to her. So did the job of being assistant
cook, clothes washer, ironer, house cleaner, bread baker, canner of food, etc. As Mama said: “A
man may work from sun to sun, but woman’s work is never done.” In a house without electricity
or indoor plumbing that work was hot, heavy, and endless. The change for Barney and me was
mostly psychological. The chores remained but we were also doing dignified man’s work behind
a team of horses.For me this gain in prestige was balanced by a loss. We were no longer in easy
walking distance of the Sacred Heart church. Even though neither I, nor anyone else, ever
considered me a pious kid, that graceful old place was important to me in ways I had to grow old
before I began to understand. Now they may be beyond my powers to explain. But I’ll try.Our
church was built at the summit of Church Hill, the highest in our part of Oklahoma. Therefore
when I sat in the shade of its trees to think boyhood thoughts I could (by Pottawatomie County
standards) see forever. To the east beyond the cemetery and over the Zoeller pear orchard,
stretched the rolling expanse of the Mission Pasture. There, beyond the farthest hill, was the
pond full of huge bullfrogs for those of us reckless enough to invade this forbidden territory and
astute enough to bag them. To the west, over the roofs of the monastery buildings and St. Mary’s
Academy, an endless clutter of wooded hills fell away, waiting to be explored. And in every
direction stretched the great blue dry-weather sky of Dust Bowl drought, and the towering clouds
that waited for winter before delivering rain.The hilltop was first to enjoy a breeze and the church



interior was usually cool and dim. It breathed the perfume of Sunday’s incense, old wood, candle
smoke, and a sense of God’s presence. Sometimes the church was locked because of rumors
that the Ku Klux Klan was planning arson. But I had become our self-appointed librarian and that
gave me not only access but a reason to be whiling away my idle time atop Church Hill.The
library, of which I was both founder and sole patron, occupied a storeroom adjoining the
sanctuary. Its books were the odds and ends left behind when the Benedictines moved their
school to Shawnee to become St. Gregory’s College. Some were in Latin, German, or French
and undecipherable for me. Some were devoted to the metaphysics of theology and beyond my
understanding. But others—worn, torn, and hard-used castoffs though they were—were
treasures to a kid who loved to read and had never been inside a real library.I had found them
collecting dust in stacks of boxes one Sunday, nosing around after doing my turn as altar boy at
Mass. I told the young pastor we had at the time I’d sort them out and make a list for him. I
suspect this bookishness and my habit of hanging around the church may have caused Father
Bernard to consider me a potential recruit for the Order of St. Benedict.Making the list took many
a month since I needed to sample the contents before penciling in title, author, subject, and
publication date into my Big Chief notebook. I started with the Lord North translation of
Plutarch’s The Lives of Famous and Illustrious Men of Greece and Rome, a sort of gossipy
account of the machinations and misdeeds of the movers and shakers of the Classic Age and
pretty racy stuff for a sixth grader. Then followed Prescott’s Conquest of Peru and Conquest of
Mexico, Darwin’s Evolution of the Species, Washington Irving’s Conquest of Granada, and so
forth. I dipped into The Lives of the Saints now and then for a change of pace. I wasn’t seeking a
pious escape here from the bloody battles of the conquests. I picked those who attained
sainthood not by praying but by dying—their martyrdom inspiring vivid descriptions of tongue
extractions, beheadings, boilings in oil, burnings at stake, flayings, and impalements.Such
reading provided an endless source of questions for Father Bernard to answer and answer he
did. Darwin’s theories, said he, didn’t conflict with our biblical Genesis stories because we
understood that in these God taught in poetic metaphor. The biblical “days” of creation
represented eons of time. Humanity separated us from the other primates when God touched
the first of us with self-knowledge of Him and of life, death, good, and evil. The evolution theory
was simply a briliant scientist’s attempt to help us understand the dazzling complexity of God’s
creation—from the amazing strength of a grasshopper’s legs to the way our brains translated the
signals delivered by our optic nerves. He made the Gospels equally simple. Christ tried to teach
us that happiness lay in helping others, selfishness was the road to damnation. His bottom line
always boiled down to God loves us. He gave us free will, permission to go to hell if we wanted,
rules to follow if we preferred both a happy life and heaven, and a conscience to advise us along
the way.About the time I finished my indexing Father Bernard was whisked away to a more
important assignment, and my next source of books did not come with a philosophical spiritual
adviser attached. It was the State Library of Oklahoma, which would respond to requests by
mailing a catalog of volumes available. Patrons then noted books desired and sent stamps to



cover the mailing costs. After about three nail-biting weeks a package would arrive, causing
intense excitement among the Hillerman kids. On top of the books would always be a
mimeographed form letter:“Dear Library Patrons: We are sorry to inform you that not all of the
books you requested are available at this time. Therefore substitutes were selected that we trust
will meet your needs.”We would have requested something like Little Women and Anne of Green
Gables for Margaret Mary, and stuff like Captain Blood, Death on Horseback, Tom Swift and His
Electric Runabout, and Red Badge of Courage for Barney and me. The package would contain
such volumes as History of the Masonic Order in Oklahoma, The Bobbsey Twins on Blueberry
Island, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Tom Brown’s School Days, Post-Bellum
Cotton Economy on the Mississippi Delta, and Pollyana and Her Puppy. They’d all be read
before the time came to return them—even though our new life in our new location left less time
for sitting around with a book.For the first year or thereabout, Papa would drive our old Dodge
into Sacred Heart and put in his regular ten- or eleven-hour day at the store. Margaret Mary
would ride with him to complete the year at St. Mary’s Academy and Barney and I would walk
down to the intersection where the school bus stopped and ride into Konawa High School to be
educated. On Saturdays and when school was out the marble version of our war games survived
briefly under the trees in the backyard. Junior Johnson, Jr., the kid in the rented house across
the section line, joined us, and his father, Junior Johnson, Sr., came over to see what his boy
was doing and got interested. He accumulated his own bag of marbles and when unemployed
would join the combat. But it didn’t last long. The real war was coming.5Considered
EducableThe autumn before I became a soldier, Mama called a fateful family meeting at the
kitchen table and that discussion needs its historical context. The Japanese had bombed Pearl
Harbor the previous December 7. Papa, who had been keeping himself alive mostly on
willpower, died on the front room sofa the following Christmas morning. Barney turned eighteen
in January and was running the farm while he waited for his draft call. Margaret Mary was
completing her nurses’ training in Oklahoma City. I graduated from Konawa High in May and
turned seventeen a week later. When I did, Mama suggested that at least one of us boys should
go to college.Barney and I had spent that day with a cousin, setting up a headstone at Papa’s
grave—a solemn occasion that perhaps provoked Mama’s planning. A few days before he died,
Papa had told us he wanted the cheapest possible funeral and extracted our promise we’d
waste no money buying a headstone. We hadn’t, but a monk at the monastery told us we could
make a handsome white cross of cement, lime, and sand. He helped us make the form and
provided the materials. Thus Papa got a headstone, whether he liked it or not, and we kept our
promise.We had less success as farmers. The sweet potatoes we planted to supply the Civilian
Conservation Corps kitchen at Konawa went unsold. The cotton we planted (Papa would never
allow cotton on his land) had flourished until the armyworms found it and wiped it out. The
blackberry patch we leased from Old Man Mann down the section line produced less income
than we needed to pay him. On the bright side, we baled a good crop of alfalfa, the price of beef
had inched up, increasing the value of the thirty-five head of Angus and Herefords Papa had



accumulated, and we’d made a little money peddling strawberries, grapes, apples, and
watermelons in town. Add it together the net was probably enough to pay property taxes.But all
was in flux. Barney had lined up a common labor job at the Swift Packing Plant in Oklahoma City
to add money to the family treasury during the lax autumn farming time but he’d soon be drafted.
What did the future hold for us? Barney, replacing Papa as the family optimist, thought we could
make a living farming. I was skeptical. Mama looked beyond that. One of us should go to college.
It was a revolutionary idea those days when colleges were for the children of the affluent but we
decided to try it. Since I had the better grades and lacked Barney’s enthusiasm for agronomy I
would be the family scholar. (Actually, Margaret Mary always had the best grades but she was
away at nursing school and not involved in this conversation.) The decision was reached. Barney
will run the farm until the draft calls him. I will enroll at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical
College. What next? In our family, the rule was trust in a loving God, fear nothing, and don’t cross
bridges until you get to them. The plan went like this. Family funds would pay my tuition for the
fall semester, purchase my books, and cover room rent for the first month. By then I would have
found work and would cover my own rent and expenses and accumulate enough cash to pay for
the spring semester.Before the social-economic revolution caused by the G.I. Bill of Rights sent
literally millions of young men to college, student loans, student aid funds, and government
scholarships had not yet been invented. The only people I knew who had been to college were
Dr. Geisen, who served the sick of Konawa and the surrounding territory, and some (but not all)
of my high school teachers. College was a place where upper-class folks, and a few in the
middle class, sent their heirs. Thus Mama’s notion that I should be sent off into the lofty realms
of the ruling elite seemed downright amazing. But then, Mama was a downright amazing
woman.Decision made, there was no time to lose. Autumn was upon us and classes would be
starting soon. I packed my Sunday clothes. Mama made a lunch for us. We got into our old
sedan and headed for Stillwater.In fact, classes were already in their second week. While Mama
and Barney dealt with finding me a place to live and a job, I was sent to an academic adviser.
Wanted to be an engineer, did I? Well, how had I done in math? I told him I’d made nothing but
A’s. Alas, he didn’t know the only math offered at Konawa High then was one semester of
Introduction to Algebra and a semester of plane geometry. Both were taught by the coach of the
Konawa Tigers football team. Since the coach didn’t understand either subject very well, and
since no one seemed to sign up for them except members of the team, we’d spend a lot of our
time going over single wing football plays, pass patterns, and so forth. Blissful in his ignorance,
the adviser signed me up for College Algebra and Trigonometry, freshman English, Biology,
Chemistry, and Chemistry Lab.While the adviser and I were compiling this blueprint for disaster,
Mama and Barney paid the $15 rental for the first month of my living quarters. For that I shared
one half of a double bed in a tiny second-floor room of Mrs. Pulliam’s old house on Stillwater’s
Twelfth Street. They had also gone to the college job placement office and collected a list of
prospects. By late afternoon when Mama and Barney headed for home (people with cows to
milk don’t spend nights away from home) I had a six-day-a-week job as bus boy and dishwasher



at Mrs. Wallen’s boardinghouse, a weekend job as maid for a Stillwater dentist, and a “when
needed” promise of work as cleaner of irrigation ditches for the College Department of
Agriculture. The pay for dishwashing was three meals a day, except Sunday. The pay for the
other jobs was 35 cents an hour.Years later, after reading Catcher in the Rye, memories of that
day came flooding back to me and I tried to pull them together into the raw material for a short
story—working in the good-bye hug from Mama, shaking hands with Barney, standing on the
mostly dead bermuda grass of Mrs. Pulliam’s yard watching our sedan disappear down the
street, the mixed feelings of fear, exultation, loneliness, and excitement. Suddenly I was a
formally recognized adult. Free at last from boyhood, a career at which I had not felt myself
successful. I was skinny, clumsy, slow of foot, the survivor of two tough pre-antibiotic bouts of
pneumonia, and a struggle with malaria that kept me home from sixth grade classes for months.
I had the sort of ears that made Ross Perot a favorite of cartoonists, a large and bony nose, and
a tendency to do dumb things to minimize the risk of being considered a sissy by my peers. (For
example, jumping out of a barn loft to show pals how paratroopers did it and, as paratroopers
often did, tearing up ankle tendons.) Now I had a new start. I was simultaneously scared and
jubilant, an emotional mix that was (and still is) beyond my ability to handle in fiction.Imagine if
you can the exact opposite of the movie-TV stereotype of college students and you have my six
fellow occupants of Mrs. Pulliam’s upstairs rooms. They tended to be grim, dead serious, tired,
and on the razor edge of flunking out, going broke, or both. The exception was Sam Singletery
Elliot, the offspring of an old and important Georgia family, and why he was reduced to living
among us will be explained in a moment. The fellow with whom I would share a mattress for the
semester was James Bean, the son of an Army captain. He had played linebacker at one of the
huge Oklahoma City high schools. He was big, burly, short-tempered, and not happy to give up
his privacy nor even the wall-side of his bed to a late-arriving country bumpkin.Bean based his
claim to the outside of the mattress neither on getting there first nor on his obvious physical
superiority. He noted that his job (assistant cook and janitor in a sorority) required him to be in
the kitchen at 5 A.M. Since the sorority was a two-mile walk away he had to hit the floor about 4
A.M. and I wouldn’t want a 200-pound linebacker climbing over me at that hour seven mornings
a week. He was a good, generous lad, once loaning me fifty cents to finance a plan to ask a girl
in my Chem Lab out for a cup of coffee. She said no thanks but Bean and I became friends.Bean
was already eighteen. He had volunteered and was awaiting his call to arms. It came at
semester end. I heard years later that he was killed in Italy, one of the thousands of young men
General Mark Clark sacrificed in his egomanic race to get to Rome before the British.Like Elliot,
Bean was an exception in our group but only because he was from Oklahoma City, and therefore
urbane. The rest of us were either farm kids or came from little crossroads villages. In those
innocent days before female liberation, a high percentage of young ladies in college were there
looking for eligible husbands. Mrs. Pulliam’s roomers, supporting ourselves with a variety of 35-
cent-an-hour jobs, were clearly not suitable nor competitive with the fraternity boys. Not one of
us had a date that semester.Our social involvement took place downstairs in Mrs. Pulliam’s



parlor, where she was attempting to teach us auction bridge. Sam Singletery Elliot had the
eligible look but was almost always in the game because he neither held a job nor did
homework. Sam had fallen in love and Sam is worth a paragraph because he was part of the
education I received at Oklahoma A&M.From Sam I learned about a social class system that I
had no idea existed outside the Victorian-era novels I’d read. I learned there are poor people and
rich people and we were among the former. Sam was one of the latter group—a refugee among
us at the moment because his family was out of sorts with him and had cut off his allowance. As I
remember Sam’s story he’d gone to some private school in Savannah, where his family was
involved in shipping and banking. He had pledged the family’s fraternity at Georgia Tech, did the
party scene, and flunked out. An aunt in Tulsa had then taken charge and got Sam enrolled at
A&M. Sam was tall, handsome, courteous, amiable, and big-hearted. I was fascinated by him,
and so was another of Mrs. Pulliam’s inmates, a wheat farmer’s son named Darrell. By the
middle of the semester we were Sam’s friends and confidants.DedicationTo Marie, who wanted
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Tony Hillerman Credits Copyright About the Publisher1Papa’s Melon—and What
Happened NextOutside on this New Mexico morning the dandelions add festive color to our
yard while I sit inside casting back in my memory for autobiographically useful material. I intend
this to be a recitation of good luck and happy outcomes but my mind turns up only fiascos and
misfortunes.The first memory popping up is of sitting on our front porch in Sacred Heart on a
torrid Oklahoma Sunday watching Papa trudging up the section line carrying a huge Black
Diamond watermelon. The Black Diamond is the most delicious fruit known to humanity and this
was more than a normal Black Diamond. Papa had been nurturing it all summer on the Old
Hillerman Place, picking off competitive melons and, when it wilted, helping it along with a
couple of lard buckets of water in one of his agronomy experiments. The previous Thursday he
had declared it ripe and rigged up a little arbor of sticks and leaves to give it cooling shade. He
announced that after Mass Sunday he would carry it home, put it in a washtub of well water to
chill it, and when the cool of twilight came we five Hillermans would eat it, inviting anyone who
happened to pass on our dusty street to come in and have a slice.Alas, it was not to be. During
the long walk in the humid heat Papa’s perspiration had made the melon slippery. As he reached
for our gate latch it slid from his grasp, crashed to earth, and shattered. I recount this incident,
trivial though it sounds, because seventy something years later I still recall my reaction was as
much confirmation as sorrow. At some level in my psyche even then I had sensed that this Black
Diamond was too good to be true. I must have mentioned this to Mama when she was
comforting us kids, because it’s the first time I recall hearing her favorite aphorism.“Blessed are
those who expect little,” Mama would say. “They are seldom disappointed.”I was about five then
and probably didn’t appreciate the doubled-edged irony in that beatitude. Looking back at life, I
find I have often received more than I ever expected and suffered less than my share of
disappointments.The absolute earliest memory I finally managed to retrieve also involved a
fiasco and, like so many to come, it produced a positive effect. I was sitting on one of those little
hills red ants form of the tiny bits excavated from their tunnels. We were living on the Old
Hillerman Place then, which means I was a toddler. I was scooping up sand and pouring it into
the ants’ exit hole. Why? Perhaps to block this passage and keep occupants from swarming out
to attack me. Alas, those already out were crawling all over me, biting away. Before Mama heard
my howls and rescued me, I had accumulated enough bites to make this incident a sort of family
legend.The next affair that pops from the memory bank is the dismal afternoon at Oklahoma
A&M when I fell so soundly asleep in College Algebra that I toppled from my chair into the aisle
and the professor sent me off to get a drop card. Turning away from that, I dredge up the terminal
night of my career as an infantryman when I had gone along on a dinky little raid intended to
capture two German prisoners. My role was to tote the stretcher on which we would carry a
captive in case we wounded him. Instead I rode back on it myself. Part of the way, that is. The
fellow carrying the front end stepped on an antipersonnel mine, which killed him and broke the
stretcher. I’m a little hazy about the rest of that trip, recalling the final lap was made with me the
passenger in a “fireman’s carry” formed by a couple of friends, recalling being dropped into a



frigid February creek, reviving while being strapped onto a stretcher on a Jeep, and being aware
I was going somewhere to get some sleep.Next to come to mind was my original literary agent
delivering her verdict on my first novel. Don’t want to show it to anyone, she said. Why not? It’s a
bad book. Have to think of your reputation as well as mine. Why bad? It falls between the stools,
halfway betwixt mainstream and mystery. No way to promote it. And where does the bookseller
shelve it? Stick to nonfiction, said my agent. I can sell that for you. How about me rewriting it?
Well, if you do, get rid of the Indian stuff.Unpleasant as those affairs sound, every one was lucky
in a way. The sleepy tumble into the classroom aisle resulted in an Algebra grade of W (for
withdrawal) instead of the otherwise inevitable F with its negative effect on one’s grade point
average. The fiasco at the Alsatian village of Niefern provided the “Million-Dollar Wound” for
which all sane members of World War II infantry rifle companies yearned and which got me
home at just the right time. My agent’s advice caused me to seek a second opinion, which sent
me to Joan Kahn, the Einstein of mystery editors, who saw possibilities in the Navajo cultural
material and subsequently forced me to be a better plotter than I had intended.Even the lost
contest with the ants had a good outcome. It established me as a kid from whom not much
should be expected. It remains a vivid memory because through my boyhood I heard it
described at countless family gatherings. It provoked grins and chuckles from uncles, fond head
pats from aunts, and helped establish my reputation among cousins. They used it to illustrate my
tendency to be impulsive (“Antnee didn’t worry about those ants already out. He just tried to put
the stopper in.”), stubborn (“Antnee wasn’t going to quit a loser.”), and a slow learner (“Antnee
had nine ants biting on him before he started yelling for help.”).I should explain I was called
Antnee until the draft board sent me off to the induction center because no child can pronounce
all three syllables of Anthony (Ann-tho-knee) and Papa didn’t want me called Tony. Later, grown-
ups began calling me “Little Gus” (Papa, August Alfred Hillerman, was Gus) and I became “Puss
Guts” to my male peers.The Gus and Lucy Hillermans of Sacred Heart included three kids—big
sister Margaret Mary, big brother Barney, and me. I will begin with Papa, because he was the first
to go, and the one I knew the least. Since Papa never talked about himself, that knowledge came
mostly from overheard conversations. He was born in Missouri to a German immigrant farm
couple. Except for part of a year in a college, he was mostly self-educated. He drifted into West
Texas when very young, taught ranch kids in a one-room rural school, where (as I heard him tell
an uncle on the front porch one summer night) the teacher’s first job was proving he could whip
the bigger boys by doing it. (Papa had replaced a fellow who had failed the test.) He leased land,
planted wheat, and made a great crop the first year. The second year it didn’t rain and Papa
“harvested the whole crop in my hat.” He worked as a cowboy, established some sort of
endurance legend by riding a horse from the Oklahoma Panhandle about two hundred miles to
somewhere else in an amazingly short time. He became a farrier and shoed mules in a coal
mine. He and a brother moved into Indian Territory and established a store at Violet, a violent
little river-crossing settlement that sprouted up on the margin of Cherokee Strip to provide
hospitality for those who needed to cross the border fast when they heard the U.S. marshals



coming from one direction or the Indian police posse from the other. When law and order
reached Oklahoma Territory and erased Violet, Papa moved to Sacred Heart.Here I am left with
a host of unanswered questions, which went unasked because Papa worked himself to death
before I grew mature enough to be interested. Somewhere in this period Papa had married—a
union which left him a widower with two daughters to raise. I’d guess Sacred Heart, with the only
Roman Catholic church in the territory and its school, drew him as a more civilized place to raise
motherless girls. It certainly offered no economic lures.Sacred Heart had come to exist late in
1876 because a railroad coveted land near Shawnee Mission, Kansas, to which the Army had
moved the Potawatomi Tribe to get them off land white folks coveted farther east. One group of
Potawatomis had won the “citizens” before their tribal name by helping General Andrew
Jackson’s ragtag army defeat the British in the Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812. When
Jackson became President he rewarded their heroism by giving them U.S. citizenship. They
were then rounded up and hauled off to the Kansas prairie. Benedictine missionaries joined
them there, built a school, hospital, and so forth. This grew into a substantial settlement, which
came to be called Shawnee Mission, which attracted immigrant farm families, which made the
land valuable, which inflamed the greed of railroad moguls. The Potts were forced to move
again.The government didn’t repeat the mistake of giving the Potts fertile land. In Oklahoma it
allotted them an expanse of brushy scrub oak and eroded clay hills so devoid of fertility, timber,
known mineral deposits, or anything else of value it was considered safe from the avarice of
white folks. The Benedictine priests and monks tagged along, built another school, infirmary,
etc., and registered the place with the U.S. Post Office as Sacred Heart.Meanwhile, the Great
White Father in Washington had decided the dozens of Indian tribes resettled in Oklahoma
didn’t need all that territory and in 1889 Oklahoma was opened to homesteaders and here came
a flood of whites. The overwhelming majority of these were refugees from the ruined
Confederate States of America, solidly Protestants. A few were immigrants from Northern states,
mostly with family origins in mainland Europe, and mostly Roman Catholics. Sacred Heart drew
these faithful as a magnet draws iron filings.Poor land or not, it attracted Papa. It also attracted
another Catholic widower, an Englishman named Christopher C. Grove, who came south from
Nebraska with two sons and two daughters in his wagon. The youngest was Lucy, fated to
become my mother. She was born in Nebraska in 1885 and was three when Oklahoma Territory
was opened to white settlement.Small as was Sacred Heart the romance that produced me
didn’t move fast. They married in 1920, when Mama was thirty-five and Papa forty-seven. Thus
they were forty and fifty-two respectively by the time I was born—old enough one would think to
be running short of patience for the foolishness of kids. But that was not to be.Readers who
expect exciting accounts of child abuse, which showbiz celebrities have made popular, will be
disappointed. Instead of the flogging we probably deserved, discipline went like this: For a mild
disobedience, broken rule, or out-of-line unruliness, Mama would stand us at attention and scold
us, individually and in total privacy. (I never actually saw or heard her scolding my siblings but I
presume they received the same treatment I did. Surely I wasn’t the only malefactor.) For more



grave or repeated offenses, Mama would tell me (Barney and Margaret Mary, too?) that she
would tell Papa when he got home from work.That sounds mild, but it produced awful hours of
waiting for sundown, for the sight of Papa trudging homeward down the dirt path along the
section line, for sitting on the porch trying to overhear Mama’s infraction report, and finally for the
summons into the kitchen for the hearing, the judgment, and the sentence.Papa sat in a kitchen
chair (he’d been on his feet all day) and you stood. He would describe your offense as he had
heard it and ask if that was accurate. It was. He’d ask your explanation and you would provide
whatever justification you’d been able to come up with. To illustrate I will use a triple offense I
recall from the autumn of 1934. The rules violated were playing in the cotton yard while cotton
bales were stored there, shooting a BB gun at another kid, and playing with matches. My
justification: lured into the cotton yard to talk to Billy Delonie (not to play). Billy was shooting
kitchen matches in his BB gun (we almost never had real BBs) and had let me use it to take my
turn. The match had hit a rock, ignited, and started the fire, which we had stomped out.Had I
been shooting the match at Billy? Well, yes, because he didn’t think I could hit him and dared me
to do it. Had Mama previously warned me thrice not to play around the cotton bales? I thought it
was only twice. Papa then explained about family rules and considered my responses. The now
popular “everybody else is doing it,” excuse was not allowed because we had learned we
operated by family rules. About now Papa would repeat this injunction, remind me never to judge
the behavior of others because they had their own set of rules, and then he would decide that I
had better go out and get a switch. I return with a switch (neither painfully large nor ridiculously
small) from a backyard peach tree. I hand this to Papa. He examines it and me. Did I think I could
remember family rules without a switching? I do indeed think so. All right, he says. Remember,
now, and go see if your mother needs some help.Since neither Mama nor Papa ever actually laid
a hostile hand on me, my best claim to child abuse involves clothing. The summer before it was
time to join Margaret Mary and Barney in the long walk up Church Hill and down the other side
to St. Mary’s Academy. Mama ordered a set of blue coveralls from Sears, Roebuck—to be my
principal costume for the first grade. Mama said I looked cute in them. Alas, so did the grade
school boys, clad in the bib overalls uniform of farm kids. Thus I became the swan among the
ducklings, an object of scorn and derision. But a little bit of serious sobbing into Mama’s apron
solved that problem and got me back into my own overalls.As a matter of fact, I can dredge up
nothing much to complain about in my formative period. We children spent those years of the
Great American Depression/Great Oklahoma Dust Bowl living miles below the current poverty
level but happily protected by love and the invincible ignorance of the young. Life in Sacred
Heart then (and now, for that matter) was not complicated by any possibility of getting rich.
Everybody was poor and when you’re a kid you don’t know you’re deprived unless you see
someone who isn’t. That didn’t happen around Sacred Heart.As I remember our village in the
1930s it first had two filling-station/general stores (quickly reduced to one) and thirteen
residences, including the brick two-story Zoeller house of the folks who owned the cotton gin. I
estimate the population at fifty but when I tried this number on Margaret Mary in 1999 she called



it inflated. Her count was thirty-four, and she named them for me. However, Margaret Mary didn’t
include some folks on the outskirts, Mrs. Bondeau and her alcoholic son, for example, who lived
almost invisibly north of the section line and across the creek, or Mrs. Brown, who lived with her
sons in a house on Mission property and was often away at Norman, having what we called
“nervous breakdowns” treated at the Oklahoma Mental Hospital there. Nor did my sister’s
census grant citizenship to the various Benedictines looking after the almost empty monastery
on the other side of Church Hill, or the Sisters of Mercy who taught at St. Mary’s Academy, or the
come-and-go oil field workers who sometimes lived a month or two in the house in the Zoeller
pear orchard.Whichever count you adopt, Sacred Heart was small enough so we were
considered country kids, as opposed to town kids who lived in Konawa, and large enough so
that Barney and I didn’t quite make it as “farm boys” since in our prepuberty years we did
“chores” instead of fieldwork. The human species always divides itself into us and them.Our
urban center was the place where the north-south section line joined the east-west section line—
both roads being rarely graded dirt, dusty when dry in those Dust Bowl years and only
marginally passable when it rained. Papa and Uncle Frank (Uncle Frank being the husband of
one of Papa’s sisters) operated a filling station and general store on the east side of this junction
just across the road from the Zoeller store. Behind the Zoeller Store was The Gin, our only
industry, which operated a couple of autumn months when the wagons rolled in with the cotton
harvest.Atop Church Hill, looking down on all this, was the new church—built of poured concrete
after a 1901 fire destroyed the old church (much finer in my mother’s memory) at the monastery
in the valley behind the hill.In my boyhood, the monastery was still managing to maintain itself as
a little spot of French culture in the wilderness. The abbot had long since faced reality and
moved the school to Shawnee. Not only was Shawnee (oh, blessed town!) the home of Marie
Unzner, who was to be my wife, partner, and best friend from 1948 until today, but it was the seat
of government of Pottawatomie County, the site of the Potawatomie Indian Agency, and
surrounded by flat, rich river-bottom farmlands, which offered folks hope of making a living.At
Sacred Heart during my boyhood, the old monastery buildings stood mostly empty but they
retained their formal red-brick dignity. The monastery-seminary itself was a great U-shaped
structure with basement, two stories, and attic dormers. Around it stood a stone bakery, a
convent where the nuns had lived, barns, stables, a grain silo, and so forth. A row of great trees
lined the entrance road but the formal gardens were being overgrown and the swans my mother
remembered fondly in the garden pond were no longer in residence. Margaret Mary believed
they had been transported to Shawnee to adorn the campus of St. Gregory’s College, which the
Benedictines founded there. Barney and I were pretty sure they had been eaten by Seminole
Indian boys. (The Potawatomi and Hillerman tribes were uneasy about the Seminoles, who had
oil money and more of what TV sportscasters now call “athleticism.”)Years later my infantry
company liberated a villa in Alsace that looked enough like the old monastery to provoke an
awful flood of nostalgic homesickness. The owner had fled, leaving on his walls pictures of
horses and autographed photographs of himself with Heinrich Himmler and other important



Nazis. One of my companions opened the wall safe with a grenade and we left with pockets full
of worthless Vichy French francs and a bundle of good cashable deutsche marks. We were
caught and made no profit from the burglary but even that affair proved lucky. Being arrested
caused us to be hauled back to the villa, where we had to count out the money under the eyes of
a clean, well-fed, well-paid major wearing a West Point ring. That caused us to miss a nasty little
fight to clear Grube, a Lower Vosge village held by an SS armored unit. (Better to be
embarrassed than shot at.)But back to Sacred Heart. Adjoining the monastery grounds and at
the very edge of the area that I include in our village, stood St. Mary’s Academy. The Sisters of
Mercy decided that Potawatomi Indian girls had as much right to an education as boys the
Benedictines enrolled. They built a great wood frame building, two stories with basement and
lined all around with porches. While the boarding students were mostly Indian girls, the sisters
also admitted day students, including boys.Oklahoma in those days required an eighth-grade
education. Sacred Heart offered either St. Mary’s or Georgetown School.Why was the public
grade school at Sacred Heart, a village in which no one could remember a George ever living,
named Georgetown? My guess is that since Sacred Heart was a very Roman Catholic, Popish,
Mackerel Snapper–sounding name and the board of education was 100 percent Protestant, the
board considered Georgetown a better choice. But why did my brother and I, white males, go to
a boarding school for Indian girls? Mostly, I guess, because of the religious instruction it offered.
Partly because even though Georgetown School had two rooms it hired only one teacher, a
young man who instructed grades one through four in one room and handled five through eight
in the other. That arrangement wouldn’t have bothered Papa, who had been the only teacher in
just such a school in Texas. What might have bothered him was the notion that the teacher was a
right-wing Ku Klux Klan Republican. The books in Papa’s little bookcase dealt with law and
political philosophy and the ones I remember best were the complete works of a rabid left-wing
writer who published The Iconoclast, a firebrand pro-workingman, pro-union, anticapitalist
newspaper. Had Papa been born in Munich instead of Missouri, he’d never have survived the
Nazis.I have not mentioned any youth recreational facilities in the foregoing. A swing set sat
under the only tree at Georgetown School but it was rarely used because it was downwind from
the two outhouses. St. Mary’s Academy had a swing set, merry-go-round, and slide in its
playground, but boys were kept on the other side of the fence. (The sisters forgave us for not
being Potawatomies, but not for being male.) There were usually only about nine or ten boys
enrolled, not enough for regular baseball or football (basketball had not yet found its way to rural
Oklahoma), so we played One-Eyed Cat, dodge ball, and similar stuff in the pig pasture behind
the barn.Our favorite pastime was Ape, which involved scratching two lines in the dirt about fifty
feet apart and then drawing lots to determine who would be Ape. Ape would post himself
between the lines, and we would run from line A to line B with Ape trying to catch us. When the
Ape caught one he became another Ape, helping in the catching process, until finally the single
runner left was the winner. Usually this was my cousin Robert, a contemporary of my brother
Barney. He was fleet, agile, taciturn, and strong; he did everything well and was my boyhood



hero.Then along came the Eisheid Brothers, Jimmy and Billy, and the game changed. The
Eisheids were visitors from another planet, city boys. Every rural kid knew city boys were sissies,
but the Eisheids hadn’t got the word. Instead of submitting when caught as we played Ape, the
Eisheids would struggle. This idea seemed manly. It spread. Soon making a capture involved
pinning the runner to the ground. Thus we’d return to the classroom after recess marked with
grass stains and gravel scratches. Then the Eisheids took it another step. They had to admit they
were captured. Jimmy usually would submit after a couple of fingers were bent backward to their
limits, but not Billy. He had to be choked. The technique was to cut off his air supply, ask him if he
was caught, release the pressure long enough to register his “No,” and then choke him again.
This continued until Billy said yes. The first time Billy passed out, producing the panicky
screaming that brought one of the sisters rushing out to investigate, we persuaded her that Billy
had merely fainted. The second time it happened she was skeptical. The third time she
pretended she would take Billy to Konawa to see Dr. Giesen (the only medico in our end of the
county). That forced the truth out of Billy. And that put an end to Ape.The kids at Georgetown
School had only one game. It was baseball. It went on year-long and it provided material for the
only thing I ever published about my hometown—the introduction to a scholarly book about one-
and two-room schools in the Great Plains States. The Georgetown team entered the Oklahoma
American Legion grade-school baseball tournament. They won their way to the finals and went
up to Oklahoma City to do battle with a huge urban grade school in Capitol Hill.If I expect you to
believe this could happen I must explain that rural education in the 1930s was much different (at
least in Pottawatomie County) than it is today. The law requiring completion of the eighth grade
didn’t say when. Farm kids missed a lot of days in spring plowing and planting time, and even
more during the wheat harvest and cotton-picking months. The larger boys would also skip when
roughneck or roustabout jobs were available at well-drilling sites in the oil patch. Therefore, while
city grade schools were fielding teams of thirteen- and fourteen-year-old eighth graders, the age
level at Georgetown with just a few kids to pick from, ranged from ten-year-old third graders up
to Nag Nonie, who was completing his eighth grade at twenty-one. Three of my cousins were on
the team. Nibs, who was about nineteen, Goober, who was seventeen, and thirteen-year-old
Larry—all sons of Uncle Chris Grove, who loved literature but loved baseball even more.
Georgetown took ten players to the big city. One got drunk the night before the big game and
was sent home. (Oklahoma retained alcohol prohibition until after World War II, which made it
easy for kids to get whiskey just as the current “war on drugs” now makes it easy for them to get
whatever we are prohibiting.) That left nine. The Capitol Hill coach objected to the 210-pound
twenty-one-year-old third baseman, arguing that if there wasn’t an age limit for grade-school
baseball there damn sure should be. Nag was declared ineligible. That left an eight-man nine,
but Georgetown was winning anyway because the Capitol Hill kids couldn’t hit our nineteen-year-
old pitcher’s fast ball. Alas, it was then decided the rules required a full team and Georgetown
had to forfeit the game.After grade eight, we boys had to catch the school bus to Konawa High
for the second lap on our road to enlightenment. That came at about the time our family was



leaving Sacred Heart, moving a mile and a half down the section line to a little farm my mother
owned. But there’s a bit more to be told about life in the village pertinent to the point of this
memoir. It concerns the development of Barney and me as War Lovers.1Papa’s Melon—and
What Happened NextOutside on this New Mexico morning the dandelions add festive color to
our yard while I sit inside casting back in my memory for autobiographically useful material. I
intend this to be a recitation of good luck and happy outcomes but my mind turns up only fiascos
and misfortunes.The first memory popping up is of sitting on our front porch in Sacred Heart on
a torrid Oklahoma Sunday watching Papa trudging up the section line carrying a huge Black
Diamond watermelon. The Black Diamond is the most delicious fruit known to humanity and this
was more than a normal Black Diamond. Papa had been nurturing it all summer on the Old
Hillerman Place, picking off competitive melons and, when it wilted, helping it along with a
couple of lard buckets of water in one of his agronomy experiments. The previous Thursday he
had declared it ripe and rigged up a little arbor of sticks and leaves to give it cooling shade. He
announced that after Mass Sunday he would carry it home, put it in a washtub of well water to
chill it, and when the cool of twilight came we five Hillermans would eat it, inviting anyone who
happened to pass on our dusty street to come in and have a slice.Alas, it was not to be. During
the long walk in the humid heat Papa’s perspiration had made the melon slippery. As he reached
for our gate latch it slid from his grasp, crashed to earth, and shattered. I recount this incident,
trivial though it sounds, because seventy something years later I still recall my reaction was as
much confirmation as sorrow. At some level in my psyche even then I had sensed that this Black
Diamond was too good to be true. I must have mentioned this to Mama when she was
comforting us kids, because it’s the first time I recall hearing her favorite aphorism.“Blessed are
those who expect little,” Mama would say. “They are seldom disappointed.”I was about five then
and probably didn’t appreciate the doubled-edged irony in that beatitude. Looking back at life, I
find I have often received more than I ever expected and suffered less than my share of
disappointments.The absolute earliest memory I finally managed to retrieve also involved a
fiasco and, like so many to come, it produced a positive effect. I was sitting on one of those little
hills red ants form of the tiny bits excavated from their tunnels. We were living on the Old
Hillerman Place then, which means I was a toddler. I was scooping up sand and pouring it into
the ants’ exit hole. Why? Perhaps to block this passage and keep occupants from swarming out
to attack me. Alas, those already out were crawling all over me, biting away. Before Mama heard
my howls and rescued me, I had accumulated enough bites to make this incident a sort of family
legend.The next affair that pops from the memory bank is the dismal afternoon at Oklahoma
A&M when I fell so soundly asleep in College Algebra that I toppled from my chair into the aisle
and the professor sent me off to get a drop card. Turning away from that, I dredge up the terminal
night of my career as an infantryman when I had gone along on a dinky little raid intended to
capture two German prisoners. My role was to tote the stretcher on which we would carry a
captive in case we wounded him. Instead I rode back on it myself. Part of the way, that is. The
fellow carrying the front end stepped on an antipersonnel mine, which killed him and broke the



stretcher. I’m a little hazy about the rest of that trip, recalling the final lap was made with me the
passenger in a “fireman’s carry” formed by a couple of friends, recalling being dropped into a
frigid February creek, reviving while being strapped onto a stretcher on a Jeep, and being aware
I was going somewhere to get some sleep.Next to come to mind was my original literary agent
delivering her verdict on my first novel. Don’t want to show it to anyone, she said. Why not? It’s a
bad book. Have to think of your reputation as well as mine. Why bad? It falls between the stools,
halfway betwixt mainstream and mystery. No way to promote it. And where does the bookseller
shelve it? Stick to nonfiction, said my agent. I can sell that for you. How about me rewriting it?
Well, if you do, get rid of the Indian stuff.Unpleasant as those affairs sound, every one was lucky
in a way. The sleepy tumble into the classroom aisle resulted in an Algebra grade of W (for
withdrawal) instead of the otherwise inevitable F with its negative effect on one’s grade point
average. The fiasco at the Alsatian village of Niefern provided the “Million-Dollar Wound” for
which all sane members of World War II infantry rifle companies yearned and which got me
home at just the right time. My agent’s advice caused me to seek a second opinion, which sent
me to Joan Kahn, the Einstein of mystery editors, who saw possibilities in the Navajo cultural
material and subsequently forced me to be a better plotter than I had intended.Even the lost
contest with the ants had a good outcome. It established me as a kid from whom not much
should be expected. It remains a vivid memory because through my boyhood I heard it
described at countless family gatherings. It provoked grins and chuckles from uncles, fond head
pats from aunts, and helped establish my reputation among cousins. They used it to illustrate my
tendency to be impulsive (“Antnee didn’t worry about those ants already out. He just tried to put
the stopper in.”), stubborn (“Antnee wasn’t going to quit a loser.”), and a slow learner (“Antnee
had nine ants biting on him before he started yelling for help.”).I should explain I was called
Antnee until the draft board sent me off to the induction center because no child can pronounce
all three syllables of Anthony (Ann-tho-knee) and Papa didn’t want me called Tony. Later, grown-
ups began calling me “Little Gus” (Papa, August Alfred Hillerman, was Gus) and I became “Puss
Guts” to my male peers.The Gus and Lucy Hillermans of Sacred Heart included three kids—big
sister Margaret Mary, big brother Barney, and me. I will begin with Papa, because he was the first
to go, and the one I knew the least. Since Papa never talked about himself, that knowledge came
mostly from overheard conversations. He was born in Missouri to a German immigrant farm
couple. Except for part of a year in a college, he was mostly self-educated. He drifted into West
Texas when very young, taught ranch kids in a one-room rural school, where (as I heard him tell
an uncle on the front porch one summer night) the teacher’s first job was proving he could whip
the bigger boys by doing it. (Papa had replaced a fellow who had failed the test.) He leased land,
planted wheat, and made a great crop the first year. The second year it didn’t rain and Papa
“harvested the whole crop in my hat.” He worked as a cowboy, established some sort of
endurance legend by riding a horse from the Oklahoma Panhandle about two hundred miles to
somewhere else in an amazingly short time. He became a farrier and shoed mules in a coal
mine. He and a brother moved into Indian Territory and established a store at Violet, a violent



little river-crossing settlement that sprouted up on the margin of Cherokee Strip to provide
hospitality for those who needed to cross the border fast when they heard the U.S. marshals
coming from one direction or the Indian police posse from the other. When law and order
reached Oklahoma Territory and erased Violet, Papa moved to Sacred Heart.Here I am left with
a host of unanswered questions, which went unasked because Papa worked himself to death
before I grew mature enough to be interested. Somewhere in this period Papa had married—a
union which left him a widower with two daughters to raise. I’d guess Sacred Heart, with the only
Roman Catholic church in the territory and its school, drew him as a more civilized place to raise
motherless girls. It certainly offered no economic lures.Sacred Heart had come to exist late in
1876 because a railroad coveted land near Shawnee Mission, Kansas, to which the Army had
moved the Potawatomi Tribe to get them off land white folks coveted farther east. One group of
Potawatomis had won the “citizens” before their tribal name by helping General Andrew
Jackson’s ragtag army defeat the British in the Battle of New Orleans in the War of 1812. When
Jackson became President he rewarded their heroism by giving them U.S. citizenship. They
were then rounded up and hauled off to the Kansas prairie. Benedictine missionaries joined
them there, built a school, hospital, and so forth. This grew into a substantial settlement, which
came to be called Shawnee Mission, which attracted immigrant farm families, which made the
land valuable, which inflamed the greed of railroad moguls. The Potts were forced to move
again.The government didn’t repeat the mistake of giving the Potts fertile land. In Oklahoma it
allotted them an expanse of brushy scrub oak and eroded clay hills so devoid of fertility, timber,
known mineral deposits, or anything else of value it was considered safe from the avarice of
white folks. The Benedictine priests and monks tagged along, built another school, infirmary,
etc., and registered the place with the U.S. Post Office as Sacred Heart.Meanwhile, the Great
White Father in Washington had decided the dozens of Indian tribes resettled in Oklahoma
didn’t need all that territory and in 1889 Oklahoma was opened to homesteaders and here came
a flood of whites. The overwhelming majority of these were refugees from the ruined
Confederate States of America, solidly Protestants. A few were immigrants from Northern states,
mostly with family origins in mainland Europe, and mostly Roman Catholics. Sacred Heart drew
these faithful as a magnet draws iron filings.Poor land or not, it attracted Papa. It also attracted
another Catholic widower, an Englishman named Christopher C. Grove, who came south from
Nebraska with two sons and two daughters in his wagon. The youngest was Lucy, fated to
become my mother. She was born in Nebraska in 1885 and was three when Oklahoma Territory
was opened to white settlement.Small as was Sacred Heart the romance that produced me
didn’t move fast. They married in 1920, when Mama was thirty-five and Papa forty-seven. Thus
they were forty and fifty-two respectively by the time I was born—old enough one would think to
be running short of patience for the foolishness of kids. But that was not to be.Readers who
expect exciting accounts of child abuse, which showbiz celebrities have made popular, will be
disappointed. Instead of the flogging we probably deserved, discipline went like this: For a mild
disobedience, broken rule, or out-of-line unruliness, Mama would stand us at attention and scold



us, individually and in total privacy. (I never actually saw or heard her scolding my siblings but I
presume they received the same treatment I did. Surely I wasn’t the only malefactor.) For more
grave or repeated offenses, Mama would tell me (Barney and Margaret Mary, too?) that she
would tell Papa when he got home from work.That sounds mild, but it produced awful hours of
waiting for sundown, for the sight of Papa trudging homeward down the dirt path along the
section line, for sitting on the porch trying to overhear Mama’s infraction report, and finally for the
summons into the kitchen for the hearing, the judgment, and the sentence.Papa sat in a kitchen
chair (he’d been on his feet all day) and you stood. He would describe your offense as he had
heard it and ask if that was accurate. It was. He’d ask your explanation and you would provide
whatever justification you’d been able to come up with. To illustrate I will use a triple offense I
recall from the autumn of 1934. The rules violated were playing in the cotton yard while cotton
bales were stored there, shooting a BB gun at another kid, and playing with matches. My
justification: lured into the cotton yard to talk to Billy Delonie (not to play). Billy was shooting
kitchen matches in his BB gun (we almost never had real BBs) and had let me use it to take my
turn. The match had hit a rock, ignited, and started the fire, which we had stomped out.Had I
been shooting the match at Billy? Well, yes, because he didn’t think I could hit him and dared me
to do it. Had Mama previously warned me thrice not to play around the cotton bales? I thought it
was only twice. Papa then explained about family rules and considered my responses. The now
popular “everybody else is doing it,” excuse was not allowed because we had learned we
operated by family rules. About now Papa would repeat this injunction, remind me never to judge
the behavior of others because they had their own set of rules, and then he would decide that I
had better go out and get a switch. I return with a switch (neither painfully large nor ridiculously
small) from a backyard peach tree. I hand this to Papa. He examines it and me. Did I think I could
remember family rules without a switching? I do indeed think so. All right, he says. Remember,
now, and go see if your mother needs some help.Since neither Mama nor Papa ever actually laid
a hostile hand on me, my best claim to child abuse involves clothing. The summer before it was
time to join Margaret Mary and Barney in the long walk up Church Hill and down the other side
to St. Mary’s Academy. Mama ordered a set of blue coveralls from Sears, Roebuck—to be my
principal costume for the first grade. Mama said I looked cute in them. Alas, so did the grade
school boys, clad in the bib overalls uniform of farm kids. Thus I became the swan among the
ducklings, an object of scorn and derision. But a little bit of serious sobbing into Mama’s apron
solved that problem and got me back into my own overalls.As a matter of fact, I can dredge up
nothing much to complain about in my formative period. We children spent those years of the
Great American Depression/Great Oklahoma Dust Bowl living miles below the current poverty
level but happily protected by love and the invincible ignorance of the young. Life in Sacred
Heart then (and now, for that matter) was not complicated by any possibility of getting rich.
Everybody was poor and when you’re a kid you don’t know you’re deprived unless you see
someone who isn’t. That didn’t happen around Sacred Heart.As I remember our village in the
1930s it first had two filling-station/general stores (quickly reduced to one) and thirteen



residences, including the brick two-story Zoeller house of the folks who owned the cotton gin. I
estimate the population at fifty but when I tried this number on Margaret Mary in 1999 she called
it inflated. Her count was thirty-four, and she named them for me. However, Margaret Mary didn’t
include some folks on the outskirts, Mrs. Bondeau and her alcoholic son, for example, who lived
almost invisibly north of the section line and across the creek, or Mrs. Brown, who lived with her
sons in a house on Mission property and was often away at Norman, having what we called
“nervous breakdowns” treated at the Oklahoma Mental Hospital there. Nor did my sister’s
census grant citizenship to the various Benedictines looking after the almost empty monastery
on the other side of Church Hill, or the Sisters of Mercy who taught at St. Mary’s Academy, or the
come-and-go oil field workers who sometimes lived a month or two in the house in the Zoeller
pear orchard.Whichever count you adopt, Sacred Heart was small enough so we were
considered country kids, as opposed to town kids who lived in Konawa, and large enough so
that Barney and I didn’t quite make it as “farm boys” since in our prepuberty years we did
“chores” instead of fieldwork. The human species always divides itself into us and them.Our
urban center was the place where the north-south section line joined the east-west section line—
both roads being rarely graded dirt, dusty when dry in those Dust Bowl years and only
marginally passable when it rained. Papa and Uncle Frank (Uncle Frank being the husband of
one of Papa’s sisters) operated a filling station and general store on the east side of this junction
just across the road from the Zoeller store. Behind the Zoeller Store was The Gin, our only
industry, which operated a couple of autumn months when the wagons rolled in with the cotton
harvest.Atop Church Hill, looking down on all this, was the new church—built of poured concrete
after a 1901 fire destroyed the old church (much finer in my mother’s memory) at the monastery
in the valley behind the hill.In my boyhood, the monastery was still managing to maintain itself as
a little spot of French culture in the wilderness. The abbot had long since faced reality and
moved the school to Shawnee. Not only was Shawnee (oh, blessed town!) the home of Marie
Unzner, who was to be my wife, partner, and best friend from 1948 until today, but it was the seat
of government of Pottawatomie County, the site of the Potawatomie Indian Agency, and
surrounded by flat, rich river-bottom farmlands, which offered folks hope of making a living.At
Sacred Heart during my boyhood, the old monastery buildings stood mostly empty but they
retained their formal red-brick dignity. The monastery-seminary itself was a great U-shaped
structure with basement, two stories, and attic dormers. Around it stood a stone bakery, a
convent where the nuns had lived, barns, stables, a grain silo, and so forth. A row of great trees
lined the entrance road but the formal gardens were being overgrown and the swans my mother
remembered fondly in the garden pond were no longer in residence. Margaret Mary believed
they had been transported to Shawnee to adorn the campus of St. Gregory’s College, which the
Benedictines founded there. Barney and I were pretty sure they had been eaten by Seminole
Indian boys. (The Potawatomi and Hillerman tribes were uneasy about the Seminoles, who had
oil money and more of what TV sportscasters now call “athleticism.”)Years later my infantry
company liberated a villa in Alsace that looked enough like the old monastery to provoke an



awful flood of nostalgic homesickness. The owner had fled, leaving on his walls pictures of
horses and autographed photographs of himself with Heinrich Himmler and other important
Nazis. One of my companions opened the wall safe with a grenade and we left with pockets full
of worthless Vichy French francs and a bundle of good cashable deutsche marks. We were
caught and made no profit from the burglary but even that affair proved lucky. Being arrested
caused us to be hauled back to the villa, where we had to count out the money under the eyes of
a clean, well-fed, well-paid major wearing a West Point ring. That caused us to miss a nasty little
fight to clear Grube, a Lower Vosge village held by an SS armored unit. (Better to be
embarrassed than shot at.)But back to Sacred Heart. Adjoining the monastery grounds and at
the very edge of the area that I include in our village, stood St. Mary’s Academy. The Sisters of
Mercy decided that Potawatomi Indian girls had as much right to an education as boys the
Benedictines enrolled. They built a great wood frame building, two stories with basement and
lined all around with porches. While the boarding students were mostly Indian girls, the sisters
also admitted day students, including boys.Oklahoma in those days required an eighth-grade
education. Sacred Heart offered either St. Mary’s or Georgetown School.Why was the public
grade school at Sacred Heart, a village in which no one could remember a George ever living,
named Georgetown? My guess is that since Sacred Heart was a very Roman Catholic, Popish,
Mackerel Snapper–sounding name and the board of education was 100 percent Protestant, the
board considered Georgetown a better choice. But why did my brother and I, white males, go to
a boarding school for Indian girls? Mostly, I guess, because of the religious instruction it offered.
Partly because even though Georgetown School had two rooms it hired only one teacher, a
young man who instructed grades one through four in one room and handled five through eight
in the other. That arrangement wouldn’t have bothered Papa, who had been the only teacher in
just such a school in Texas. What might have bothered him was the notion that the teacher was a
right-wing Ku Klux Klan Republican. The books in Papa’s little bookcase dealt with law and
political philosophy and the ones I remember best were the complete works of a rabid left-wing
writer who published The Iconoclast, a firebrand pro-workingman, pro-union, anticapitalist
newspaper. Had Papa been born in Munich instead of Missouri, he’d never have survived the
Nazis.I have not mentioned any youth recreational facilities in the foregoing. A swing set sat
under the only tree at Georgetown School but it was rarely used because it was downwind from
the two outhouses. St. Mary’s Academy had a swing set, merry-go-round, and slide in its
playground, but boys were kept on the other side of the fence. (The sisters forgave us for not
being Potawatomies, but not for being male.) There were usually only about nine or ten boys
enrolled, not enough for regular baseball or football (basketball had not yet found its way to rural
Oklahoma), so we played One-Eyed Cat, dodge ball, and similar stuff in the pig pasture behind
the barn.Our favorite pastime was Ape, which involved scratching two lines in the dirt about fifty
feet apart and then drawing lots to determine who would be Ape. Ape would post himself
between the lines, and we would run from line A to line B with Ape trying to catch us. When the
Ape caught one he became another Ape, helping in the catching process, until finally the single



runner left was the winner. Usually this was my cousin Robert, a contemporary of my brother
Barney. He was fleet, agile, taciturn, and strong; he did everything well and was my boyhood
hero.Then along came the Eisheid Brothers, Jimmy and Billy, and the game changed. The
Eisheids were visitors from another planet, city boys. Every rural kid knew city boys were sissies,
but the Eisheids hadn’t got the word. Instead of submitting when caught as we played Ape, the
Eisheids would struggle. This idea seemed manly. It spread. Soon making a capture involved
pinning the runner to the ground. Thus we’d return to the classroom after recess marked with
grass stains and gravel scratches. Then the Eisheids took it another step. They had to admit they
were captured. Jimmy usually would submit after a couple of fingers were bent backward to their
limits, but not Billy. He had to be choked. The technique was to cut off his air supply, ask him if he
was caught, release the pressure long enough to register his “No,” and then choke him again.
This continued until Billy said yes. The first time Billy passed out, producing the panicky
screaming that brought one of the sisters rushing out to investigate, we persuaded her that Billy
had merely fainted. The second time it happened she was skeptical. The third time she
pretended she would take Billy to Konawa to see Dr. Giesen (the only medico in our end of the
county). That forced the truth out of Billy. And that put an end to Ape.The kids at Georgetown
School had only one game. It was baseball. It went on year-long and it provided material for the
only thing I ever published about my hometown—the introduction to a scholarly book about one-
and two-room schools in the Great Plains States. The Georgetown team entered the Oklahoma
American Legion grade-school baseball tournament. They won their way to the finals and went
up to Oklahoma City to do battle with a huge urban grade school in Capitol Hill.If I expect you to
believe this could happen I must explain that rural education in the 1930s was much different (at
least in Pottawatomie County) than it is today. The law requiring completion of the eighth grade
didn’t say when. Farm kids missed a lot of days in spring plowing and planting time, and even
more during the wheat harvest and cotton-picking months. The larger boys would also skip when
roughneck or roustabout jobs were available at well-drilling sites in the oil patch. Therefore, while
city grade schools were fielding teams of thirteen- and fourteen-year-old eighth graders, the age
level at Georgetown with just a few kids to pick from, ranged from ten-year-old third graders up
to Nag Nonie, who was completing his eighth grade at twenty-one. Three of my cousins were on
the team. Nibs, who was about nineteen, Goober, who was seventeen, and thirteen-year-old
Larry—all sons of Uncle Chris Grove, who loved literature but loved baseball even more.
Georgetown took ten players to the big city. One got drunk the night before the big game and
was sent home. (Oklahoma retained alcohol prohibition until after World War II, which made it
easy for kids to get whiskey just as the current “war on drugs” now makes it easy for them to get
whatever we are prohibiting.) That left nine. The Capitol Hill coach objected to the 210-pound
twenty-one-year-old third baseman, arguing that if there wasn’t an age limit for grade-school
baseball there damn sure should be. Nag was declared ineligible. That left an eight-man nine,
but Georgetown was winning anyway because the Capitol Hill kids couldn’t hit our nineteen-year-
old pitcher’s fast ball. Alas, it was then decided the rules required a full team and Georgetown



had to forfeit the game.After grade eight, we boys had to catch the school bus to Konawa High
for the second lap on our road to enlightenment. That came at about the time our family was
leaving Sacred Heart, moving a mile and a half down the section line to a little farm my mother
owned. But there’s a bit more to be told about life in the village pertinent to the point of this
memoir. It concerns the development of Barney and me as War Lovers.2Preparing for
WarPerhaps obsession with war games is normal for young males. Or perhaps in the 1930s it
was the product of the international saber-rattling, which was dominating newspapers,
magazines, and radio. Mussolini was trying to re-create the Roman Empire by conquering
Ethiopia, the Japanese were doing their invasion of Manchuria, and the German General Staff
was testing its new tanks and fighters against Stalin’s equipment in the Spanish Civil War. The
newscasts delivered by our radio (when the battery was charged) were alive with accounts of
bombing raids and battles. So was the Sunday Kansas City Star, to which Papa subscribed, and
the back issues of Life, which our family dentist saved for us. Life editors were as fond of war as
were we boys.Our war games included one with marbles. Each player placed his army on the
battlefield, took turns getting one shot with each marble at the enemy marbles. Marbles hit were
dead. The last kid with marbles left won. It didn’t stay simple. Soon we were digging networks of
marble-depth trenches, molding marble-sized tanks of clay with matchstick cannon barrels, etc.
Barney wrote our version of the Geneva Convention war rules. Each marble could be moved
three inches after each turn, each tank could be moved a foot, etc. We played increasing
complicated versions of this well into our high school years.As grade schoolers, we were also
playing Cavalry and Comanches, riding imaginary horses through the woods, creeks, and cow
pastures, carrying wooden sabers, horseweed stalks as lances, and using clay balls (carried in
old socks hung from the side buttons of our overalls) as ammunition. The rules required one hit
by a missile to fall and cheating was rare. Sacred Heart offered a limited recruiting pool for our
wars, and the genuine farm boys away from the village were kept busy chopping cotton, plowing,
and so forth. Usually we had only Barney and me, Cousin Cecil from down the section line, the
three Delonie boys, and, when circumstances brought them in from the city, the Eisheids.
Sometimes Cecil’s big brother Robert would join us, but Robert matured earlier than we did and
usually was involved with more serious affairs.The Delonie boys, being Indians, were assigned
Comanche roles. But every Saturday evening the Rex Theater in Konawa would be opened and
a movie would be shown. These movies in the 1930s tended to be westerns and the Delonie
boys saw one of these. This made them aware that in Cavalry vs. Indian battles the Indians lose.
Henceforth, even though as Potawatomis they had no aversion to shooting Comanches, we
Hillerman boys had to alternate in the roles.For our trench warfare, fought in the mountainous
slag heap of cotton hulls left beside the gin, we chose up sides. Now cotton hulls are ground,
bagged, and sold as mulch. Then they were dumped, year after year, forming towering piles. Dig
away the newly dumped and you reached levels where pressure and decay had compressed
them into layers about the texture of sponge cake. In these great hills of rotted hulls we created
networks of trenches and tunnels in which to reenact the awful slaughter of World War I.Nature



had improved this ideal site with a row of bois d’ arc (Osage orange) bushes rimming the dump.
The “oranges” they produced resembled grapefruit in shape and color but were harder and
heavier—ideal cannonballs. Hits with hard-thrown clay balls and rubber-gun bands stung a little
and they remained our small arms. But before we discovered the Osage orange cannonball the
only elements of danger adding spice to the game were the occasional cave-ins of trenches or
collapse of tunnels, which left one buried and scared for a bit. Being hit with an Osage orange
really hurt, producing bruises, cut lips, loose teeth, bloody noses, and so forth. That added
nervous tension to the game. It also finally ended it.One of the Delonie boys (Tommy, probably
too little to be playing this anyway) stuck his head out of a trench to snap off a rubber-gun shot
just in time to be hit right between the eyes by an Osage orange. We revived him with water from
the gin pond, but Tommy ran home screaming. A moment later his dad came roaring out the
back door of his house, also screaming. We abandoned our trenches and fled, never to resume
the game.We didn’t abandon the cotton yard, however, nor other war games. On summer
evenings we rolled tires. The little skinny tires off Model A or B Fords were fighter planes. Truck
tires were bombers. The idea was to maneuver your tire into position to sideswipe an enemy tire
and send it wobbling into a crash.The inner tubes that came out of these worn-out tires were cut
into bands—ammunition for rubber guns. Barney had made an arsenal of eleven of these for us.
Eight were single-shot pistols, fired by squeezing the clothespin on the handle. Three were
automatic rifles, an invention of his. They were loaded by stretching the bands from the end of
the barrel and pressing them over a string into a sequence of notches. These were fired, single
shot or in a murderous burst, by pulling the string. The pain when shot at close range was such
that we finally had to ban them from our indoor version of the game.When winter and early
darkness made the cotton yard inhospitable we moved our war into the kitchen. To explain that I
must pause and explain our home. That requires explaining “Shotgun Houses.” They were
American ingenuity’s answer to the need of oil field workers, who would spend a few months
drilling a well then move to wherever they could find a job drilling another one. The house that
met their needs had a light wood frame and was narrow enough to be hauled on a flatbed truck.
On our lot east of the cotton yard Papa had arranged two of these in a T-shape. The house
fronting the street was a heavier three-room version. The room on the east end doubled as the
parlor, den, and parental bedroom. There Mama and Papa entertained guests and there the
radio was kept. When working it brought us “Little Orphan Annie,” “Jack Armstrong,” “Amos and
Andy,” Frank Buck capturing his wild rhinos, the news and reconstituted rebroadcasts of St.
Louis Cardinal games. And it was there the five Hillermans knelt each evening to thank the Lord
for another day completed. I can still remember the feel of the linoleum under my knees, and the
print of a Cruxifixion scene with Christ looking down at us from the cross. The prayers Papa led
were mostly thanks for blessing our family with such happiness, but we never forgot to include
an appeal for rain.The room in the center became the entrance foyer, storage area, and hallway.
The west-end room was the kitchen, dining room, and laundry. Here we took our baths in a
round galvanized tub filled with water pulled from the backyard well and heated in buckets on the



cookstove.The exit door of this west room opened into the backyard. There stood the rain barrel,
which caught runoff from the roof to augment bath and laundry water, the woodpile which fueled
the cookstove, the well from which hung the pulley and well rope by which we hoisted drinking
and cooking water to the surface, and the root cellar. The cellar was equipped with rows of
shelves holding the year’s supply of Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, onions, etc., and row upon
row of Mason jars containing beets, peas, green beans, corn, pickles, peaches, pears,
applesauce, blackberries, and assorted jams and jellies—mostly grown in Mama’s garden or on
our trees, and all peeled, prepared, cooked, and preserved in the torrid heat of the Oklahoma
summer prior to the invention of air conditioning.Behind this root cellar was the “chicken fence,”
which separated our yard from the territory occupied by the chicken house, the chickens, the
barn, and Bossy, our milk cow. The family outhouse stood demurely out of sight beyond the
chicken house.The rest of home was formed by a smaller two-room shotgun house tacked on to
the front one to form a stem of the T. This provided the bedroom shared by Margaret Mary,
Barney, and me and a storeroom at the end, occupied by boxes of apples, clothing waiting for
the season to change, and so forth.More important to me, the storeroom held a huge (by
boyhood standards) and sinister black trunk. The parental cover story was that it held family
keepsakes, heirlooms, photo albums, documents, and other such valuable and irreplaceable
stuff and it was therefore off-limits for kids. But in the awful reality that comes to boys in their
dreams I understood it was actually the den of a gorilla. On windy nights I would hear him
scratching and the lid creaking as he tried to push it open. Barney finally tired of being awakened
with my elbow in his ribs and my whispered demands for an explanation of the noises. He got
me out of bed, took me back there, opened the trunk, and showed me it was so crowded with
photo albums, old correspondence, documents, what must have been a wedding dress, and so
forth, that no gorilla was plausible.That helped, but the gorilla reappeared years later when I was
doing my sleeping in the Army’s Third General Hospital at Aix-en-Provence. My most popular
nightmare there had me trudging through a rainy woods, carrying my mortar, hearing the whistle
of artillery rounds and the sharp sound of tree bursts, passing Sergeant Arras, who was lying
face up in the ditch looking at me and saying something I couldn’t understand. But the gorilla
also showed up often, and now I would hear the storeroom door creaking open and I’d know that
if the light were a little better I’d see him looking out at me.Aside from the sinister storeroom, I
have nothing but good memories of that house. Papa had built a porch across the front of it and
screened in part of that for sleeping on those nights when the heat was intolerable. The entire
structure was mounted on pedestals of concrete blocks, which made it relatively level. The roof
never leaked, and air circulated through it in such a way that on torrid summer days the wet
towels Mama hung on the screens provided a nice touch of evaporative cooling. Even the odd
way the floors warped in our kids’ room wasn’t all bad. The boards bowed up in the middle,
which meant lost marbles could always be quickly found in the corners.The downside of the
warping was caused by dogs sleeping in the dust under the house. Country dogs collect fleas,
even our own beloved German shepherds, Lad and Wags. Fleas have survived down through



untold eons by developing fantastic jumping skill plus a radar system for detecting warm-
blooded food supplies passing by. Thus we three warm-blooded Hillerman kids learned not to
linger over the cracks between the warped boards of our bedroom floor during the summer.
When hot weather made fleas active we countered with a run-and-jump method of getting to
bed.The winds of winter also leaked through the cracks. On bad days, the linoleum on the
kitchen floor rose and fell with the gusts. I remember a happy house, but not a cozy one. Even
when the wood fire was raging in Mama’s cooking stove and the heating stove was going full
blast, the kitchen could be warm above the knees but chilly at ankle level.Not long before we left
the place to move to Mama’s farm, Sacred Heart was blessed by the arrival of a natural gas line
and Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal paid off with a Rural Electrification Administration power line.
Now we had electric lighting and it was practical to move our war game indoors during winter
nights. The new battleground became the kitchen. Here’s how it worked.Barney, as keeper of the
arsenal, would hand out rubber guns to those who had not come armed. We would stand on
opposite sides of the kitchen table, the light switch would be flicked off by the Starter, each
participant would find a hiding place while silently counting to fifty (“one thousand one, one
thousand two,” etc.). Then in the tense, silent darkness the battle would begin.You’d listen,
breath held. You’d hear the sound of bumping. Should you snap off a shot? Was it a trick to
cause you to give away your position? Finally there would be an uproar—shooting, falling chairs,
yelling, and banging. The Starter would switch on the light, expended rubber-gun bands would
be retrieved and the game would be resumed. (As I write this it occurs to me that Mama and
Papa, trying to read a few feet away in the living/bedroom, were long-suffering parents.) Eight
winters later when my slumbers in the Army Hospital weren’t being disturbed by walking past the
wounded sergeant in the ditch or the storeroom gorilla my subconscious would put me on my
stomach under the kitchen table in Sacred Heart, hidden by total darkness and the hanging
edges of the tablecloth, the feel of the cold linoleum against my stomach, the total silence
broken only by the muttering of wood burning in the kitchen stove. And over all that the dread
awareness that the muzzle of Billy Delonie’s rubber gun was probably about an inch from my
eyeball. That nightmare was just as unnerving as the others.2Preparing for WarPerhaps
obsession with war games is normal for young males. Or perhaps in the 1930s it was the product
of the international saber-rattling, which was dominating newspapers, magazines, and radio.
Mussolini was trying to re-create the Roman Empire by conquering Ethiopia, the Japanese were
doing their invasion of Manchuria, and the German General Staff was testing its new tanks and
fighters against Stalin’s equipment in the Spanish Civil War. The newscasts delivered by our
radio (when the battery was charged) were alive with accounts of bombing raids and battles. So
was the Sunday Kansas City Star, to which Papa subscribed, and the back issues of Life, which
our family dentist saved for us. Life editors were as fond of war as were we boys.Our war games
included one with marbles. Each player placed his army on the battlefield, took turns getting one
shot with each marble at the enemy marbles. Marbles hit were dead. The last kid with marbles
left won. It didn’t stay simple. Soon we were digging networks of marble-depth trenches, molding



marble-sized tanks of clay with matchstick cannon barrels, etc. Barney wrote our version of the
Geneva Convention war rules. Each marble could be moved three inches after each turn, each
tank could be moved a foot, etc. We played increasing complicated versions of this well into our
high school years.As grade schoolers, we were also playing Cavalry and Comanches, riding
imaginary horses through the woods, creeks, and cow pastures, carrying wooden sabers,
horseweed stalks as lances, and using clay balls (carried in old socks hung from the side
buttons of our overalls) as ammunition. The rules required one hit by a missile to fall and
cheating was rare. Sacred Heart offered a limited recruiting pool for our wars, and the genuine
farm boys away from the village were kept busy chopping cotton, plowing, and so forth. Usually
we had only Barney and me, Cousin Cecil from down the section line, the three Delonie boys,
and, when circumstances brought them in from the city, the Eisheids. Sometimes Cecil’s big
brother Robert would join us, but Robert matured earlier than we did and usually was involved
with more serious affairs.The Delonie boys, being Indians, were assigned Comanche roles. But
every Saturday evening the Rex Theater in Konawa would be opened and a movie would be
shown. These movies in the 1930s tended to be westerns and the Delonie boys saw one of
these. This made them aware that in Cavalry vs. Indian battles the Indians lose. Henceforth, even
though as Potawatomis they had no aversion to shooting Comanches, we Hillerman boys had to
alternate in the roles.For our trench warfare, fought in the mountainous slag heap of cotton hulls
left beside the gin, we chose up sides. Now cotton hulls are ground, bagged, and sold as mulch.
Then they were dumped, year after year, forming towering piles. Dig away the newly dumped
and you reached levels where pressure and decay had compressed them into layers about the
texture of sponge cake. In these great hills of rotted hulls we created networks of trenches and
tunnels in which to reenact the awful slaughter of World War I.Nature had improved this ideal site
with a row of bois d’ arc (Osage orange) bushes rimming the dump. The “oranges” they
produced resembled grapefruit in shape and color but were harder and heavier—ideal
cannonballs. Hits with hard-thrown clay balls and rubber-gun bands stung a little and they
remained our small arms. But before we discovered the Osage orange cannonball the only
elements of danger adding spice to the game were the occasional cave-ins of trenches or
collapse of tunnels, which left one buried and scared for a bit. Being hit with an Osage orange
really hurt, producing bruises, cut lips, loose teeth, bloody noses, and so forth. That added
nervous tension to the game. It also finally ended it.One of the Delonie boys (Tommy, probably
too little to be playing this anyway) stuck his head out of a trench to snap off a rubber-gun shot
just in time to be hit right between the eyes by an Osage orange. We revived him with water from
the gin pond, but Tommy ran home screaming. A moment later his dad came roaring out the
back door of his house, also screaming. We abandoned our trenches and fled, never to resume
the game.We didn’t abandon the cotton yard, however, nor other war games. On summer
evenings we rolled tires. The little skinny tires off Model A or B Fords were fighter planes. Truck
tires were bombers. The idea was to maneuver your tire into position to sideswipe an enemy tire
and send it wobbling into a crash.The inner tubes that came out of these worn-out tires were cut



into bands—ammunition for rubber guns. Barney had made an arsenal of eleven of these for us.
Eight were single-shot pistols, fired by squeezing the clothespin on the handle. Three were
automatic rifles, an invention of his. They were loaded by stretching the bands from the end of
the barrel and pressing them over a string into a sequence of notches. These were fired, single
shot or in a murderous burst, by pulling the string. The pain when shot at close range was such
that we finally had to ban them from our indoor version of the game.When winter and early
darkness made the cotton yard inhospitable we moved our war into the kitchen. To explain that I
must pause and explain our home. That requires explaining “Shotgun Houses.” They were
American ingenuity’s answer to the need of oil field workers, who would spend a few months
drilling a well then move to wherever they could find a job drilling another one. The house that
met their needs had a light wood frame and was narrow enough to be hauled on a flatbed truck.
On our lot east of the cotton yard Papa had arranged two of these in a T-shape. The house
fronting the street was a heavier three-room version. The room on the east end doubled as the
parlor, den, and parental bedroom. There Mama and Papa entertained guests and there the
radio was kept. When working it brought us “Little Orphan Annie,” “Jack Armstrong,” “Amos and
Andy,” Frank Buck capturing his wild rhinos, the news and reconstituted rebroadcasts of St.
Louis Cardinal games. And it was there the five Hillermans knelt each evening to thank the Lord
for another day completed. I can still remember the feel of the linoleum under my knees, and the
print of a Cruxifixion scene with Christ looking down at us from the cross. The prayers Papa led
were mostly thanks for blessing our family with such happiness, but we never forgot to include
an appeal for rain.The room in the center became the entrance foyer, storage area, and hallway.
The west-end room was the kitchen, dining room, and laundry. Here we took our baths in a
round galvanized tub filled with water pulled from the backyard well and heated in buckets on the
cookstove.The exit door of this west room opened into the backyard. There stood the rain barrel,
which caught runoff from the roof to augment bath and laundry water, the woodpile which fueled
the cookstove, the well from which hung the pulley and well rope by which we hoisted drinking
and cooking water to the surface, and the root cellar. The cellar was equipped with rows of
shelves holding the year’s supply of Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, onions, etc., and row upon
row of Mason jars containing beets, peas, green beans, corn, pickles, peaches, pears,
applesauce, blackberries, and assorted jams and jellies—mostly grown in Mama’s garden or on
our trees, and all peeled, prepared, cooked, and preserved in the torrid heat of the Oklahoma
summer prior to the invention of air conditioning.Behind this root cellar was the “chicken fence,”
which separated our yard from the territory occupied by the chicken house, the chickens, the
barn, and Bossy, our milk cow. The family outhouse stood demurely out of sight beyond the
chicken house.The rest of home was formed by a smaller two-room shotgun house tacked on to
the front one to form a stem of the T. This provided the bedroom shared by Margaret Mary,
Barney, and me and a storeroom at the end, occupied by boxes of apples, clothing waiting for
the season to change, and so forth.More important to me, the storeroom held a huge (by
boyhood standards) and sinister black trunk. The parental cover story was that it held family



keepsakes, heirlooms, photo albums, documents, and other such valuable and irreplaceable
stuff and it was therefore off-limits for kids. But in the awful reality that comes to boys in their
dreams I understood it was actually the den of a gorilla. On windy nights I would hear him
scratching and the lid creaking as he tried to push it open. Barney finally tired of being awakened
with my elbow in his ribs and my whispered demands for an explanation of the noises. He got
me out of bed, took me back there, opened the trunk, and showed me it was so crowded with
photo albums, old correspondence, documents, what must have been a wedding dress, and so
forth, that no gorilla was plausible.That helped, but the gorilla reappeared years later when I was
doing my sleeping in the Army’s Third General Hospital at Aix-en-Provence. My most popular
nightmare there had me trudging through a rainy woods, carrying my mortar, hearing the whistle
of artillery rounds and the sharp sound of tree bursts, passing Sergeant Arras, who was lying
face up in the ditch looking at me and saying something I couldn’t understand. But the gorilla
also showed up often, and now I would hear the storeroom door creaking open and I’d know that
if the light were a little better I’d see him looking out at me.Aside from the sinister storeroom, I
have nothing but good memories of that house. Papa had built a porch across the front of it and
screened in part of that for sleeping on those nights when the heat was intolerable. The entire
structure was mounted on pedestals of concrete blocks, which made it relatively level. The roof
never leaked, and air circulated through it in such a way that on torrid summer days the wet
towels Mama hung on the screens provided a nice touch of evaporative cooling. Even the odd
way the floors warped in our kids’ room wasn’t all bad. The boards bowed up in the middle,
which meant lost marbles could always be quickly found in the corners.The downside of the
warping was caused by dogs sleeping in the dust under the house. Country dogs collect fleas,
even our own beloved German shepherds, Lad and Wags. Fleas have survived down through
untold eons by developing fantastic jumping skill plus a radar system for detecting warm-
blooded food supplies passing by. Thus we three warm-blooded Hillerman kids learned not to
linger over the cracks between the warped boards of our bedroom floor during the summer.
When hot weather made fleas active we countered with a run-and-jump method of getting to
bed.The winds of winter also leaked through the cracks. On bad days, the linoleum on the
kitchen floor rose and fell with the gusts. I remember a happy house, but not a cozy one. Even
when the wood fire was raging in Mama’s cooking stove and the heating stove was going full
blast, the kitchen could be warm above the knees but chilly at ankle level.Not long before we left
the place to move to Mama’s farm, Sacred Heart was blessed by the arrival of a natural gas line
and Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal paid off with a Rural Electrification Administration power line.
Now we had electric lighting and it was practical to move our war game indoors during winter
nights. The new battleground became the kitchen. Here’s how it worked.Barney, as keeper of the
arsenal, would hand out rubber guns to those who had not come armed. We would stand on
opposite sides of the kitchen table, the light switch would be flicked off by the Starter, each
participant would find a hiding place while silently counting to fifty (“one thousand one, one
thousand two,” etc.). Then in the tense, silent darkness the battle would begin.You’d listen,



breath held. You’d hear the sound of bumping. Should you snap off a shot? Was it a trick to
cause you to give away your position? Finally there would be an uproar—shooting, falling chairs,
yelling, and banging. The Starter would switch on the light, expended rubber-gun bands would
be retrieved and the game would be resumed. (As I write this it occurs to me that Mama and
Papa, trying to read a few feet away in the living/bedroom, were long-suffering parents.) Eight
winters later when my slumbers in the Army Hospital weren’t being disturbed by walking past the
wounded sergeant in the ditch or the storeroom gorilla my subconscious would put me on my
stomach under the kitchen table in Sacred Heart, hidden by total darkness and the hanging
edges of the tablecloth, the feel of the cold linoleum against my stomach, the total silence
broken only by the muttering of wood burning in the kitchen stove. And over all that the dread
awareness that the muzzle of Billy Delonie’s rubber gun was probably about an inch from my
eyeball. That nightmare was just as unnerving as the others.3Boy to ManIf I make it to heaven,
I’ll ask my parents why they moved the family from our house in Sacred Heart two miles down
the road to Mama’s forty acres. I think I know the answer.Papa must have become aware he was
dying. Perhaps the store was failing—the victim of the Depression, of better roads on which
customers drove into town to do their buying, and of Papa’s policy of granting credit to anyone
with a hungry family or a hard luck story. Whatever the reason, we built a house on Mama’s
place, and Papa added to the forty by buying a twenty across the section line and a worn-out
eighty-acre farm a half mile down the road. He paid $1,100 for the eighty, which says a lot about
the condition of the farm and the price of land in the 1930s. It took a conversation with Barney,
about thirty years later, before I came to really understand why he bought it.I had guessed Papa
thought we could grow enough cattle and fodder on it to actually make a living. Barney thought it
went deeper than that.Papa knew he would soon die. Margaret Mary, the smartest of us, was on
the road to security and independence as a nurse. Restoring that ruined and eroded farm would
give Barney and me something to be proud of. Make men of us.Well, said I, we didn’t get it done,
did we? No, said Barney, we didn’t. But we might have if we’d stayed out of the Army. And aren’t
you glad we tried?And try we had. We put in little check-dams on the slopes to stop erosion,
seeded the pastures with clover and other legumes to provide some decent grazing, and kept
our two horses busy all summer pulling a breaking plow through the one good segment of
bottomland to kill the Johnson grass that engulfed it. Most ambitious of all, we began a project to
straighten a creek that snaked through that bottom, wasting much of our potentially good alfalfa
acres. Barney thought we could scoop out a direct route through the goosenecks for the stream
and then dam the old route to force the creek to use the new one. We made good progress that
first summer but the war came and got us before we finished it. Four years later the Axis had lost
its war but the creek had won this one.My most vivid memories of those last months before Papa
died were of the dismal November. The rains we’d prayed for in the summer heat had come,
making it the coldest, wettest autumn the old-timers could remember. For Barney and me it was
fence-building season, digging post holes, stringing roll after roll of barbed wire, and keeping a
little fire going for an occasional hand-warming session. It was an ideal situation for two brothers



pulled a bit apart by adolescence to get reacquainted.For example. A bitter Monday afternoon.
After Mass on Sunday I had seen a shiny new Nash roadster parked at the store in Sacred Heart
and had been captivated by it. I’ll have one of those one day, I assured Barney. I would find a way
to make a huge amount of money. Barney put on his older-brother hat and asked me why I
wanted a huge amount of money. I said I’d buy a Nash. Maybe even a Packard. Barney was not
impressed. If you have food to eat and a warm, dry home, there’s just one thing money is really
useful for, Barney told me. You can use it to buy your life back. Then you don’t have to waste it
doing things you don’t like to do just to make money. I didn’t understood this theory, so he
explained it. Don’t look for a way to make money; find a way to make a living doing what you like
to do anyway. Otherwise you’re just raising funds to buy yourself out of slavery.That sounded
foolish at the time. In 1993 I went back to the house we’d left behind fifty years earlier and made
a side trip to see how the fence had fared. It was still doing its duty and seeing it recalled
Barney’s philosophy. Foolish or not, it turned out to be pretty much the rule we’d both
followed.3Boy to ManIf I make it to heaven, I’ll ask my parents why they moved the family from
our house in Sacred Heart two miles down the road to Mama’s forty acres. I think I know the
answer.Papa must have become aware he was dying. Perhaps the store was failing—the victim
of the Depression, of better roads on which customers drove into town to do their buying, and of
Papa’s policy of granting credit to anyone with a hungry family or a hard luck story. Whatever the
reason, we built a house on Mama’s place, and Papa added to the forty by buying a twenty
across the section line and a worn-out eighty-acre farm a half mile down the road. He paid
$1,100 for the eighty, which says a lot about the condition of the farm and the price of land in the
1930s. It took a conversation with Barney, about thirty years later, before I came to really
understand why he bought it.I had guessed Papa thought we could grow enough cattle and
fodder on it to actually make a living. Barney thought it went deeper than that.Papa knew he
would soon die. Margaret Mary, the smartest of us, was on the road to security and
independence as a nurse. Restoring that ruined and eroded farm would give Barney and me
something to be proud of. Make men of us.Well, said I, we didn’t get it done, did we? No, said
Barney, we didn’t. But we might have if we’d stayed out of the Army. And aren’t you glad we tried?
And try we had. We put in little check-dams on the slopes to stop erosion, seeded the pastures
with clover and other legumes to provide some decent grazing, and kept our two horses busy all
summer pulling a breaking plow through the one good segment of bottomland to kill the Johnson
grass that engulfed it. Most ambitious of all, we began a project to straighten a creek that snaked
through that bottom, wasting much of our potentially good alfalfa acres. Barney thought we could
scoop out a direct route through the goosenecks for the stream and then dam the old route to
force the creek to use the new one. We made good progress that first summer but the war came
and got us before we finished it. Four years later the Axis had lost its war but the creek had won
this one.My most vivid memories of those last months before Papa died were of the dismal
November. The rains we’d prayed for in the summer heat had come, making it the coldest,
wettest autumn the old-timers could remember. For Barney and me it was fence-building



season, digging post holes, stringing roll after roll of barbed wire, and keeping a little fire going
for an occasional hand-warming session. It was an ideal situation for two brothers pulled a bit
apart by adolescence to get reacquainted.For example. A bitter Monday afternoon. After Mass
on Sunday I had seen a shiny new Nash roadster parked at the store in Sacred Heart and had
been captivated by it. I’ll have one of those one day, I assured Barney. I would find a way to make
a huge amount of money. Barney put on his older-brother hat and asked me why I wanted a
huge amount of money. I said I’d buy a Nash. Maybe even a Packard. Barney was not impressed.
If you have food to eat and a warm, dry home, there’s just one thing money is really useful for,
Barney told me. You can use it to buy your life back. Then you don’t have to waste it doing things
you don’t like to do just to make money. I didn’t understood this theory, so he explained it. Don’t
look for a way to make money; find a way to make a living doing what you like to do anyway.
Otherwise you’re just raising funds to buy yourself out of slavery.That sounded foolish at the
time. In 1993 I went back to the house we’d left behind fifty years earlier and made a side trip to
see how the fence had fared. It was still doing its duty and seeing it recalled Barney’s philosophy.
Foolish or not, it turned out to be pretty much the rule we’d both followed.4The Second
HouseOur second house had also survived well. It was built on a concrete foundation with two
bedrooms upstairs and a living room, bedroom, kitchen, and (praise God!) bathroom with indoor
plumbing downstairs. That indoor bathroom—a first for our family and a rarity in the south end of
Pott County—was luxury indeed.This house was made possible because years earlier Papa and
Uncle Frank had provided desperately needed money and years of “on credit” food to a starving-
out farm family. The family had eventually given up and joined Steinbeck’s Joads in the Dust
Bowl migration to California. The bank at Konawa had foreclosed on the abandoned farm but
Papa had found himself holding “mineral rights” to the tract. Such rights are generally worthless
(I know, having been stuck with some down through the years) but this site proved a rare
exception. It eventually attracted the interest of an oil company. Papa was paid about five
thousand dollars for a drilling lease. The wildcat well was the usual dry hole, but the lease
money paid to build our house. The indoor bathroom was possible because a Rural
Electrification Administration power line went down the section road past Mama’s forty, providing
electricity for the house and the pump which put water into the bathroom and kitchen.We moved
into it in 1938, the grim bottom of the Depression. The price of cotton was so low it was being left
unpicked in the fields and the Zoeller gin was closing. The beautiful Chester White boar on
which Barney had lavished untold months of loving care and tons of table scraps won a blue
ribbon at the county fair but brought him a check for only $7.23 when he sold it. The only jobs in
our end of the county were with the WPA (when the Works Progress Administration had a project
going) or day labor “rough-necking” at an oil well rig when someone had money to gamble on
drilling. The only work I could find when our own crops were laid by was with hay baling crews. At
fifteen, I could drive a buck rake as well as anyone else, or feed the baler, or even push the
bailing wire through the slots. The pay was $1.25 for a ten-hour day and bring your own lunch.
That 12.5-cents-per-hour scale made the 35-cents-an-hour wage I’d be making as an Oklahoma



A&M college freshman seem generous.I was no more aware of this economic crisis in American
history than I was that Papa’s heart was wearing out and the only help Dr. Giesen could offer him
was an estimation of how many more months it would pump. Our menus, typical of the pre-
refrigerator times, were seasonal but we ate well. There was a year-round supply of fresh eggs,
fresh milk, fresh-churned butter (I’d guess that not 10 percent of today’s Americans have ever
experienced the delight of any of those three in their truly fresh, pre-refrigeration state), plus
poultry, salt pork, and cottontail rabbits. Summer brought the whole array of things Mama
produced in her garden, and Papa planted just about every sort of fruit tree, vine, or bush that
would grow at our latitude—including three species of berries, four types of grapes, and apples,
pears, plums, and peaches. Except for poultry and game, hot weather limited us to cured meat.
The ice truck rolled out from Konawa and those who subscribed were provided little signs to
stick in the screen door declaring whether they wanted twenty-five- or fifty-pound blocks to put in
their iceboxes. But even fifty pounds lasted only about three days. Thus, eating fresh pork and
beef was limited to winter with the season stretched a bit by the custom of neighbors sharing
meat when they butchered. While the story was far different in the cities, I doubt if many farm
families went hungry during the Depression.The trouble wasn’t food. It was lack of money to pay
property taxes and to buy things you couldn’t grow in Pott County—such as sugar, salt, flour, the
other kitchen staples, barbed wire for fences, medicine, parts to keep the old auto running, etc.
Gasoline that year sold at eight gallons for a dollar in Shawnee but like most folks on the fringe of
the oil patch we didn’t buy all of our gasoline. We kept a fifty-five-gallon oil drum on a rack into
which we collected “drip”—the condensation that collects in natural gas pipelines where they
sag at creek crossings. Taking this gasoline is illegal now and probably was then. But the oil
companies didn’t mind. If we didn’t steal it they had to hire someone to tour the lines and drain
them. But, alas, even that had its downside. Drip gasoline was rich with sulfur and cars that
burned it trailed behind them that awful rotten-egg aroma, sure evidence of what we were up to
and a cause of some loss of social status.Whatever the parental motivation for leaving Sacred
Heart the move was the big excitement of my boyhood. I quit being a village kid and became a
farm boy. Moving two miles may not imply a dramatic change in life style but as village kids
Barney and I did only “chores”—cleaning the chicken house, weeding Mama’s garden, milking
Bossy, feeding the hogs, chopping cookstove kindling, pulling water out of the backyard well to
meet the needs of the kitchen, wash day, and Saturday baths and helping Mama with her efforts
to make the yard pretty, etc. Now we were farmers.Workwise, the really big improvement was for
Margaret Mary, who had always carried the heavier load. Being big sister, the role of overseeing
two younger brothers fell to her. So did the job of being assistant cook, clothes washer, ironer,
house cleaner, bread baker, canner of food, etc. As Mama said: “A man may work from sun to
sun, but woman’s work is never done.” In a house without electricity or indoor plumbing that work
was hot, heavy, and endless. The change for Barney and me was mostly psychological. The
chores remained but we were also doing dignified man’s work behind a team of horses.For me
this gain in prestige was balanced by a loss. We were no longer in easy walking distance of the



Sacred Heart church. Even though neither I, nor anyone else, ever considered me a pious kid,
that graceful old place was important to me in ways I had to grow old before I began to
understand. Now they may be beyond my powers to explain. But I’ll try.Our church was built at
the summit of Church Hill, the highest in our part of Oklahoma. Therefore when I sat in the shade
of its trees to think boyhood thoughts I could (by Pottawatomie County standards) see forever. To
the east beyond the cemetery and over the Zoeller pear orchard, stretched the rolling expanse
of the Mission Pasture. There, beyond the farthest hill, was the pond full of huge bullfrogs for
those of us reckless enough to invade this forbidden territory and astute enough to bag them. To
the west, over the roofs of the monastery buildings and St. Mary’s Academy, an endless clutter
of wooded hills fell away, waiting to be explored. And in every direction stretched the great blue
dry-weather sky of Dust Bowl drought, and the towering clouds that waited for winter before
delivering rain.The hilltop was first to enjoy a breeze and the church interior was usually cool and
dim. It breathed the perfume of Sunday’s incense, old wood, candle smoke, and a sense of
God’s presence. Sometimes the church was locked because of rumors that the Ku Klux Klan
was planning arson. But I had become our self-appointed librarian and that gave me not only
access but a reason to be whiling away my idle time atop Church Hill.The library, of which I was
both founder and sole patron, occupied a storeroom adjoining the sanctuary. Its books were the
odds and ends left behind when the Benedictines moved their school to Shawnee to become St.
Gregory’s College. Some were in Latin, German, or French and undecipherable for me. Some
were devoted to the metaphysics of theology and beyond my understanding. But others—worn,
torn, and hard-used castoffs though they were—were treasures to a kid who loved to read and
had never been inside a real library.I had found them collecting dust in stacks of boxes one
Sunday, nosing around after doing my turn as altar boy at Mass. I told the young pastor we had
at the time I’d sort them out and make a list for him. I suspect this bookishness and my habit of
hanging around the church may have caused Father Bernard to consider me a potential recruit
for the Order of St. Benedict.Making the list took many a month since I needed to sample the
contents before penciling in title, author, subject, and publication date into my Big Chief
notebook. I started with the Lord North translation of Plutarch’s The Lives of Famous and
Illustrious Men of Greece and Rome, a sort of gossipy account of the machinations and
misdeeds of the movers and shakers of the Classic Age and pretty racy stuff for a sixth grader.
Then followed Prescott’s Conquest of Peru and Conquest of Mexico, Darwin’s Evolution of the
Species, Washington Irving’s Conquest of Granada, and so forth. I dipped into The Lives of the
Saints now and then for a change of pace. I wasn’t seeking a pious escape here from the bloody
battles of the conquests. I picked those who attained sainthood not by praying but by dying—
their martyrdom inspiring vivid descriptions of tongue extractions, beheadings, boilings in oil,
burnings at stake, flayings, and impalements.Such reading provided an endless source of
questions for Father Bernard to answer and answer he did. Darwin’s theories, said he, didn’t
conflict with our biblical Genesis stories because we understood that in these God taught in
poetic metaphor. The biblical “days” of creation represented eons of time. Humanity separated



us from the other primates when God touched the first of us with self-knowledge of Him and of
life, death, good, and evil. The evolution theory was simply a briliant scientist’s attempt to help us
understand the dazzling complexity of God’s creation—from the amazing strength of a
grasshopper’s legs to the way our brains translated the signals delivered by our optic nerves. He
made the Gospels equally simple. Christ tried to teach us that happiness lay in helping others,
selfishness was the road to damnation. His bottom line always boiled down to God loves us. He
gave us free will, permission to go to hell if we wanted, rules to follow if we preferred both a
happy life and heaven, and a conscience to advise us along the way.About the time I finished my
indexing Father Bernard was whisked away to a more important assignment, and my next
source of books did not come with a philosophical spiritual adviser attached. It was the State
Library of Oklahoma, which would respond to requests by mailing a catalog of volumes
available. Patrons then noted books desired and sent stamps to cover the mailing costs. After
about three nail-biting weeks a package would arrive, causing intense excitement among the
Hillerman kids. On top of the books would always be a mimeographed form letter:“Dear Library
Patrons: We are sorry to inform you that not all of the books you requested are available at this
time. Therefore substitutes were selected that we trust will meet your needs.”We would have
requested something like Little Women and Anne of Green Gables for Margaret Mary, and stuff
like Captain Blood, Death on Horseback, Tom Swift and His Electric Runabout, and Red Badge
of Courage for Barney and me. The package would contain such volumes as History of the
Masonic Order in Oklahoma, The Bobbsey Twins on Blueberry Island, The Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire, Tom Brown’s School Days, Post-Bellum Cotton Economy on the Mississippi
Delta, and Pollyana and Her Puppy. They’d all be read before the time came to return them—
even though our new life in our new location left less time for sitting around with a book.For the
first year or thereabout, Papa would drive our old Dodge into Sacred Heart and put in his regular
ten- or eleven-hour day at the store. Margaret Mary would ride with him to complete the year at
St. Mary’s Academy and Barney and I would walk down to the intersection where the school bus
stopped and ride into Konawa High School to be educated. On Saturdays and when school was
out the marble version of our war games survived briefly under the trees in the backyard. Junior
Johnson, Jr., the kid in the rented house across the section line, joined us, and his father, Junior
Johnson, Sr., came over to see what his boy was doing and got interested. He accumulated his
own bag of marbles and when unemployed would join the combat. But it didn’t last long. The real
war was coming.4The Second HouseOur second house had also survived well. It was built on a
concrete foundation with two bedrooms upstairs and a living room, bedroom, kitchen, and
(praise God!) bathroom with indoor plumbing downstairs. That indoor bathroom—a first for our
family and a rarity in the south end of Pott County—was luxury indeed.This house was made
possible because years earlier Papa and Uncle Frank had provided desperately needed money
and years of “on credit” food to a starving-out farm family. The family had eventually given up and
joined Steinbeck’s Joads in the Dust Bowl migration to California. The bank at Konawa had
foreclosed on the abandoned farm but Papa had found himself holding “mineral rights” to the



tract. Such rights are generally worthless (I know, having been stuck with some down through
the years) but this site proved a rare exception. It eventually attracted the interest of an oil
company. Papa was paid about five thousand dollars for a drilling lease. The wildcat well was the
usual dry hole, but the lease money paid to build our house. The indoor bathroom was possible
because a Rural Electrification Administration power line went down the section road past
Mama’s forty, providing electricity for the house and the pump which put water into the bathroom
and kitchen.We moved into it in 1938, the grim bottom of the Depression. The price of cotton
was so low it was being left unpicked in the fields and the Zoeller gin was closing. The beautiful
Chester White boar on which Barney had lavished untold months of loving care and tons of table
scraps won a blue ribbon at the county fair but brought him a check for only $7.23 when he sold
it. The only jobs in our end of the county were with the WPA (when the Works Progress
Administration had a project going) or day labor “rough-necking” at an oil well rig when someone
had money to gamble on drilling. The only work I could find when our own crops were laid by
was with hay baling crews. At fifteen, I could drive a buck rake as well as anyone else, or feed
the baler, or even push the bailing wire through the slots. The pay was $1.25 for a ten-hour day
and bring your own lunch. That 12.5-cents-per-hour scale made the 35-cents-an-hour wage I’d
be making as an Oklahoma A&M college freshman seem generous.I was no more aware of this
economic crisis in American history than I was that Papa’s heart was wearing out and the only
help Dr. Giesen could offer him was an estimation of how many more months it would pump. Our
menus, typical of the pre-refrigerator times, were seasonal but we ate well. There was a year-
round supply of fresh eggs, fresh milk, fresh-churned butter (I’d guess that not 10 percent of
today’s Americans have ever experienced the delight of any of those three in their truly fresh, pre-
refrigeration state), plus poultry, salt pork, and cottontail rabbits. Summer brought the whole
array of things Mama produced in her garden, and Papa planted just about every sort of fruit
tree, vine, or bush that would grow at our latitude—including three species of berries, four types
of grapes, and apples, pears, plums, and peaches. Except for poultry and game, hot weather
limited us to cured meat. The ice truck rolled out from Konawa and those who subscribed were
provided little signs to stick in the screen door declaring whether they wanted twenty-five- or fifty-
pound blocks to put in their iceboxes. But even fifty pounds lasted only about three days. Thus,
eating fresh pork and beef was limited to winter with the season stretched a bit by the custom of
neighbors sharing meat when they butchered. While the story was far different in the cities, I
doubt if many farm families went hungry during the Depression.The trouble wasn’t food. It was
lack of money to pay property taxes and to buy things you couldn’t grow in Pott County—such as
sugar, salt, flour, the other kitchen staples, barbed wire for fences, medicine, parts to keep the
old auto running, etc. Gasoline that year sold at eight gallons for a dollar in Shawnee but like
most folks on the fringe of the oil patch we didn’t buy all of our gasoline. We kept a fifty-five-
gallon oil drum on a rack into which we collected “drip”—the condensation that collects in natural
gas pipelines where they sag at creek crossings. Taking this gasoline is illegal now and probably
was then. But the oil companies didn’t mind. If we didn’t steal it they had to hire someone to tour



the lines and drain them. But, alas, even that had its downside. Drip gasoline was rich with sulfur
and cars that burned it trailed behind them that awful rotten-egg aroma, sure evidence of what
we were up to and a cause of some loss of social status.Whatever the parental motivation for
leaving Sacred Heart the move was the big excitement of my boyhood. I quit being a village kid
and became a farm boy. Moving two miles may not imply a dramatic change in life style but as
village kids Barney and I did only “chores”—cleaning the chicken house, weeding Mama’s
garden, milking Bossy, feeding the hogs, chopping cookstove kindling, pulling water out of the
backyard well to meet the needs of the kitchen, wash day, and Saturday baths and helping
Mama with her efforts to make the yard pretty, etc. Now we were farmers.Workwise, the really
big improvement was for Margaret Mary, who had always carried the heavier load. Being big
sister, the role of overseeing two younger brothers fell to her. So did the job of being assistant
cook, clothes washer, ironer, house cleaner, bread baker, canner of food, etc. As Mama said: “A
man may work from sun to sun, but woman’s work is never done.” In a house without electricity
or indoor plumbing that work was hot, heavy, and endless. The change for Barney and me was
mostly psychological. The chores remained but we were also doing dignified man’s work behind
a team of horses.For me this gain in prestige was balanced by a loss. We were no longer in easy
walking distance of the Sacred Heart church. Even though neither I, nor anyone else, ever
considered me a pious kid, that graceful old place was important to me in ways I had to grow old
before I began to understand. Now they may be beyond my powers to explain. But I’ll try.Our
church was built at the summit of Church Hill, the highest in our part of Oklahoma. Therefore
when I sat in the shade of its trees to think boyhood thoughts I could (by Pottawatomie County
standards) see forever. To the east beyond the cemetery and over the Zoeller pear orchard,
stretched the rolling expanse of the Mission Pasture. There, beyond the farthest hill, was the
pond full of huge bullfrogs for those of us reckless enough to invade this forbidden territory and
astute enough to bag them. To the west, over the roofs of the monastery buildings and St. Mary’s
Academy, an endless clutter of wooded hills fell away, waiting to be explored. And in every
direction stretched the great blue dry-weather sky of Dust Bowl drought, and the towering clouds
that waited for winter before delivering rain.The hilltop was first to enjoy a breeze and the church
interior was usually cool and dim. It breathed the perfume of Sunday’s incense, old wood, candle
smoke, and a sense of God’s presence. Sometimes the church was locked because of rumors
that the Ku Klux Klan was planning arson. But I had become our self-appointed librarian and that
gave me not only access but a reason to be whiling away my idle time atop Church Hill.The
library, of which I was both founder and sole patron, occupied a storeroom adjoining the
sanctuary. Its books were the odds and ends left behind when the Benedictines moved their
school to Shawnee to become St. Gregory’s College. Some were in Latin, German, or French
and undecipherable for me. Some were devoted to the metaphysics of theology and beyond my
understanding. But others—worn, torn, and hard-used castoffs though they were—were
treasures to a kid who loved to read and had never been inside a real library.I had found them
collecting dust in stacks of boxes one Sunday, nosing around after doing my turn as altar boy at



Mass. I told the young pastor we had at the time I’d sort them out and make a list for him. I
suspect this bookishness and my habit of hanging around the church may have caused Father
Bernard to consider me a potential recruit for the Order of St. Benedict.Making the list took many
a month since I needed to sample the contents before penciling in title, author, subject, and
publication date into my Big Chief notebook. I started with the Lord North translation of
Plutarch’s The Lives of Famous and Illustrious Men of Greece and Rome, a sort of gossipy
account of the machinations and misdeeds of the movers and shakers of the Classic Age and
pretty racy stuff for a sixth grader. Then followed Prescott’s Conquest of Peru and Conquest of
Mexico, Darwin’s Evolution of the Species, Washington Irving’s Conquest of Granada, and so
forth. I dipped into The Lives of the Saints now and then for a change of pace. I wasn’t seeking a
pious escape here from the bloody battles of the conquests. I picked those who attained
sainthood not by praying but by dying—their martyrdom inspiring vivid descriptions of tongue
extractions, beheadings, boilings in oil, burnings at stake, flayings, and impalements.Such
reading provided an endless source of questions for Father Bernard to answer and answer he
did. Darwin’s theories, said he, didn’t conflict with our biblical Genesis stories because we
understood that in these God taught in poetic metaphor. The biblical “days” of creation
represented eons of time. Humanity separated us from the other primates when God touched
the first of us with self-knowledge of Him and of life, death, good, and evil. The evolution theory
was simply a briliant scientist’s attempt to help us understand the dazzling complexity of God’s
creation—from the amazing strength of a grasshopper’s legs to the way our brains translated the
signals delivered by our optic nerves. He made the Gospels equally simple. Christ tried to teach
us that happiness lay in helping others, selfishness was the road to damnation. His bottom line
always boiled down to God loves us. He gave us free will, permission to go to hell if we wanted,
rules to follow if we preferred both a happy life and heaven, and a conscience to advise us along
the way.About the time I finished my indexing Father Bernard was whisked away to a more
important assignment, and my next source of books did not come with a philosophical spiritual
adviser attached. It was the State Library of Oklahoma, which would respond to requests by
mailing a catalog of volumes available. Patrons then noted books desired and sent stamps to
cover the mailing costs. After about three nail-biting weeks a package would arrive, causing
intense excitement among the Hillerman kids. On top of the books would always be a
mimeographed form letter:“Dear Library Patrons: We are sorry to inform you that not all of the
books you requested are available at this time. Therefore substitutes were selected that we trust
will meet your needs.”We would have requested something like Little Women and Anne of Green
Gables for Margaret Mary, and stuff like Captain Blood, Death on Horseback, Tom Swift and His
Electric Runabout, and Red Badge of Courage for Barney and me. The package would contain
such volumes as History of the Masonic Order in Oklahoma, The Bobbsey Twins on Blueberry
Island, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Tom Brown’s School Days, Post-Bellum
Cotton Economy on the Mississippi Delta, and Pollyana and Her Puppy. They’d all be read
before the time came to return them—even though our new life in our new location left less time



for sitting around with a book.For the first year or thereabout, Papa would drive our old Dodge
into Sacred Heart and put in his regular ten- or eleven-hour day at the store. Margaret Mary
would ride with him to complete the year at St. Mary’s Academy and Barney and I would walk
down to the intersection where the school bus stopped and ride into Konawa High School to be
educated. On Saturdays and when school was out the marble version of our war games survived
briefly under the trees in the backyard. Junior Johnson, Jr., the kid in the rented house across
the section line, joined us, and his father, Junior Johnson, Sr., came over to see what his boy
was doing and got interested. He accumulated his own bag of marbles and when unemployed
would join the combat. But it didn’t last long. The real war was coming.5Considered
EducableThe autumn before I became a soldier, Mama called a fateful family meeting at the
kitchen table and that discussion needs its historical context. The Japanese had bombed Pearl
Harbor the previous December 7. Papa, who had been keeping himself alive mostly on
willpower, died on the front room sofa the following Christmas morning. Barney turned eighteen
in January and was running the farm while he waited for his draft call. Margaret Mary was
completing her nurses’ training in Oklahoma City. I graduated from Konawa High in May and
turned seventeen a week later. When I did, Mama suggested that at least one of us boys should
go to college.Barney and I had spent that day with a cousin, setting up a headstone at Papa’s
grave—a solemn occasion that perhaps provoked Mama’s planning. A few days before he died,
Papa had told us he wanted the cheapest possible funeral and extracted our promise we’d
waste no money buying a headstone. We hadn’t, but a monk at the monastery told us we could
make a handsome white cross of cement, lime, and sand. He helped us make the form and
provided the materials. Thus Papa got a headstone, whether he liked it or not, and we kept our
promise.We had less success as farmers. The sweet potatoes we planted to supply the Civilian
Conservation Corps kitchen at Konawa went unsold. The cotton we planted (Papa would never
allow cotton on his land) had flourished until the armyworms found it and wiped it out. The
blackberry patch we leased from Old Man Mann down the section line produced less income
than we needed to pay him. On the bright side, we baled a good crop of alfalfa, the price of beef
had inched up, increasing the value of the thirty-five head of Angus and Herefords Papa had
accumulated, and we’d made a little money peddling strawberries, grapes, apples, and
watermelons in town. Add it together the net was probably enough to pay property taxes.But all
was in flux. Barney had lined up a common labor job at the Swift Packing Plant in Oklahoma City
to add money to the family treasury during the lax autumn farming time but he’d soon be drafted.
What did the future hold for us? Barney, replacing Papa as the family optimist, thought we could
make a living farming. I was skeptical. Mama looked beyond that. One of us should go to college.
It was a revolutionary idea those days when colleges were for the children of the affluent but we
decided to try it. Since I had the better grades and lacked Barney’s enthusiasm for agronomy I
would be the family scholar. (Actually, Margaret Mary always had the best grades but she was
away at nursing school and not involved in this conversation.) The decision was reached. Barney
will run the farm until the draft calls him. I will enroll at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical



College. What next? In our family, the rule was trust in a loving God, fear nothing, and don’t cross
bridges until you get to them. The plan went like this. Family funds would pay my tuition for the
fall semester, purchase my books, and cover room rent for the first month. By then I would have
found work and would cover my own rent and expenses and accumulate enough cash to pay for
the spring semester.Before the social-economic revolution caused by the G.I. Bill of Rights sent
literally millions of young men to college, student loans, student aid funds, and government
scholarships had not yet been invented. The only people I knew who had been to college were
Dr. Geisen, who served the sick of Konawa and the surrounding territory, and some (but not all)
of my high school teachers. College was a place where upper-class folks, and a few in the
middle class, sent their heirs. Thus Mama’s notion that I should be sent off into the lofty realms
of the ruling elite seemed downright amazing. But then, Mama was a downright amazing
woman.Decision made, there was no time to lose. Autumn was upon us and classes would be
starting soon. I packed my Sunday clothes. Mama made a lunch for us. We got into our old
sedan and headed for Stillwater.In fact, classes were already in their second week. While Mama
and Barney dealt with finding me a place to live and a job, I was sent to an academic adviser.
Wanted to be an engineer, did I? Well, how had I done in math? I told him I’d made nothing but
A’s. Alas, he didn’t know the only math offered at Konawa High then was one semester of
Introduction to Algebra and a semester of plane geometry. Both were taught by the coach of the
Konawa Tigers football team. Since the coach didn’t understand either subject very well, and
since no one seemed to sign up for them except members of the team, we’d spend a lot of our
time going over single wing football plays, pass patterns, and so forth. Blissful in his ignorance,
the adviser signed me up for College Algebra and Trigonometry, freshman English, Biology,
Chemistry, and Chemistry Lab.While the adviser and I were compiling this blueprint for disaster,
Mama and Barney paid the $15 rental for the first month of my living quarters. For that I shared
one half of a double bed in a tiny second-floor room of Mrs. Pulliam’s old house on Stillwater’s
Twelfth Street. They had also gone to the college job placement office and collected a list of
prospects. By late afternoon when Mama and Barney headed for home (people with cows to
milk don’t spend nights away from home) I had a six-day-a-week job as bus boy and dishwasher
at Mrs. Wallen’s boardinghouse, a weekend job as maid for a Stillwater dentist, and a “when
needed” promise of work as cleaner of irrigation ditches for the College Department of
Agriculture. The pay for dishwashing was three meals a day, except Sunday. The pay for the
other jobs was 35 cents an hour.Years later, after reading Catcher in the Rye, memories of that
day came flooding back to me and I tried to pull them together into the raw material for a short
story—working in the good-bye hug from Mama, shaking hands with Barney, standing on the
mostly dead bermuda grass of Mrs. Pulliam’s yard watching our sedan disappear down the
street, the mixed feelings of fear, exultation, loneliness, and excitement. Suddenly I was a
formally recognized adult. Free at last from boyhood, a career at which I had not felt myself
successful. I was skinny, clumsy, slow of foot, the survivor of two tough pre-antibiotic bouts of
pneumonia, and a struggle with malaria that kept me home from sixth grade classes for months.



I had the sort of ears that made Ross Perot a favorite of cartoonists, a large and bony nose, and
a tendency to do dumb things to minimize the risk of being considered a sissy by my peers. (For
example, jumping out of a barn loft to show pals how paratroopers did it and, as paratroopers
often did, tearing up ankle tendons.) Now I had a new start. I was simultaneously scared and
jubilant, an emotional mix that was (and still is) beyond my ability to handle in fiction.Imagine if
you can the exact opposite of the movie-TV stereotype of college students and you have my six
fellow occupants of Mrs. Pulliam’s upstairs rooms. They tended to be grim, dead serious, tired,
and on the razor edge of flunking out, going broke, or both. The exception was Sam Singletery
Elliot, the offspring of an old and important Georgia family, and why he was reduced to living
among us will be explained in a moment. The fellow with whom I would share a mattress for the
semester was James Bean, the son of an Army captain. He had played linebacker at one of the
huge Oklahoma City high schools. He was big, burly, short-tempered, and not happy to give up
his privacy nor even the wall-side of his bed to a late-arriving country bumpkin.Bean based his
claim to the outside of the mattress neither on getting there first nor on his obvious physical
superiority. He noted that his job (assistant cook and janitor in a sorority) required him to be in
the kitchen at 5 A.M. Since the sorority was a two-mile walk away he had to hit the floor about 4
A.M. and I wouldn’t want a 200-pound linebacker climbing over me at that hour seven mornings
a week. He was a good, generous lad, once loaning me fifty cents to finance a plan to ask a girl
in my Chem Lab out for a cup of coffee. She said no thanks but Bean and I became friends.Bean
was already eighteen. He had volunteered and was awaiting his call to arms. It came at
semester end. I heard years later that he was killed in Italy, one of the thousands of young men
General Mark Clark sacrificed in his egomanic race to get to Rome before the British.Like Elliot,
Bean was an exception in our group but only because he was from Oklahoma City, and therefore
urbane. The rest of us were either farm kids or came from little crossroads villages. In those
innocent days before female liberation, a high percentage of young ladies in college were there
looking for eligible husbands. Mrs. Pulliam’s roomers, supporting ourselves with a variety of 35-
cent-an-hour jobs, were clearly not suitable nor competitive with the fraternity boys. Not one of
us had a date that semester.Our social involvement took place downstairs in Mrs. Pulliam’s
parlor, where she was attempting to teach us auction bridge. Sam Singletery Elliot had the
eligible look but was almost always in the game because he neither held a job nor did
homework. Sam had fallen in love and Sam is worth a paragraph because he was part of the
education I received at Oklahoma A&M.From Sam I learned about a social class system that I
had no idea existed outside the Victorian-era novels I’d read. I learned there are poor people and
rich people and we were among the former. Sam was one of the latter group—a refugee among
us at the moment because his family was out of sorts with him and had cut off his allowance. As I
remember Sam’s story he’d gone to some private school in Savannah, where his family was
involved in shipping and banking. He had pledged the family’s fraternity at Georgia Tech, did the
party scene, and flunked out. An aunt in Tulsa had then taken charge and got Sam enrolled at
A&M. Sam was tall, handsome, courteous, amiable, and big-hearted. I was fascinated by him,



and so was another of Mrs. Pulliam’s inmates, a wheat farmer’s son named Darrell. By the
middle of the semester we were Sam’s friends and confidants.5Considered EducableThe
autumn before I became a soldier, Mama called a fateful family meeting at the kitchen table and
that discussion needs its historical context. The Japanese had bombed Pearl Harbor the
previous December 7. Papa, who had been keeping himself alive mostly on willpower, died on
the front room sofa the following Christmas morning. Barney turned eighteen in January and was
running the farm while he waited for his draft call. Margaret Mary was completing her nurses’
training in Oklahoma City. I graduated from Konawa High in May and turned seventeen a week
later. When I did, Mama suggested that at least one of us boys should go to college.Barney and I
had spent that day with a cousin, setting up a headstone at Papa’s grave—a solemn occasion
that perhaps provoked Mama’s planning. A few days before he died, Papa had told us he wanted
the cheapest possible funeral and extracted our promise we’d waste no money buying a
headstone. We hadn’t, but a monk at the monastery told us we could make a handsome white
cross of cement, lime, and sand. He helped us make the form and provided the materials. Thus
Papa got a headstone, whether he liked it or not, and we kept our promise.We had less success
as farmers. The sweet potatoes we planted to supply the Civilian Conservation Corps kitchen at
Konawa went unsold. The cotton we planted (Papa would never allow cotton on his land) had
flourished until the armyworms found it and wiped it out. The blackberry patch we leased from
Old Man Mann down the section line produced less income than we needed to pay him. On the
bright side, we baled a good crop of alfalfa, the price of beef had inched up, increasing the value
of the thirty-five head of Angus and Herefords Papa had accumulated, and we’d made a little
money peddling strawberries, grapes, apples, and watermelons in town. Add it together the net
was probably enough to pay property taxes.But all was in flux. Barney had lined up a common
labor job at the Swift Packing Plant in Oklahoma City to add money to the family treasury during
the lax autumn farming time but he’d soon be drafted. What did the future hold for us? Barney,
replacing Papa as the family optimist, thought we could make a living farming. I was skeptical.
Mama looked beyond that. One of us should go to college. It was a revolutionary idea those days
when colleges were for the children of the affluent but we decided to try it. Since I had the better
grades and lacked Barney’s enthusiasm for agronomy I would be the family scholar. (Actually,
Margaret Mary always had the best grades but she was away at nursing school and not involved
in this conversation.) The decision was reached. Barney will run the farm until the draft calls him.
I will enroll at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College. What next? In our family, the rule
was trust in a loving God, fear nothing, and don’t cross bridges until you get to them. The plan
went like this. Family funds would pay my tuition for the fall semester, purchase my books, and
cover room rent for the first month. By then I would have found work and would cover my own
rent and expenses and accumulate enough cash to pay for the spring semester.Before the
social-economic revolution caused by the G.I. Bill of Rights sent literally millions of young men to
college, student loans, student aid funds, and government scholarships had not yet been
invented. The only people I knew who had been to college were Dr. Geisen, who served the sick



of Konawa and the surrounding territory, and some (but not all) of my high school teachers.
College was a place where upper-class folks, and a few in the middle class, sent their heirs.
Thus Mama’s notion that I should be sent off into the lofty realms of the ruling elite seemed
downright amazing. But then, Mama was a downright amazing woman.Decision made, there
was no time to lose. Autumn was upon us and classes would be starting soon. I packed my
Sunday clothes. Mama made a lunch for us. We got into our old sedan and headed for
Stillwater.In fact, classes were already in their second week. While Mama and Barney dealt with
finding me a place to live and a job, I was sent to an academic adviser. Wanted to be an
engineer, did I? Well, how had I done in math? I told him I’d made nothing but A’s. Alas, he didn’t
know the only math offered at Konawa High then was one semester of Introduction to Algebra
and a semester of plane geometry. Both were taught by the coach of the Konawa Tigers football
team. Since the coach didn’t understand either subject very well, and since no one seemed to
sign up for them except members of the team, we’d spend a lot of our time going over single
wing football plays, pass patterns, and so forth. Blissful in his ignorance, the adviser signed me
up for College Algebra and Trigonometry, freshman English, Biology, Chemistry, and Chemistry
Lab.While the adviser and I were compiling this blueprint for disaster, Mama and Barney paid
the $15 rental for the first month of my living quarters. For that I shared one half of a double bed
in a tiny second-floor room of Mrs. Pulliam’s old house on Stillwater’s Twelfth Street. They had
also gone to the college job placement office and collected a list of prospects. By late afternoon
when Mama and Barney headed for home (people with cows to milk don’t spend nights away
from home) I had a six-day-a-week job as bus boy and dishwasher at Mrs. Wallen’s
boardinghouse, a weekend job as maid for a Stillwater dentist, and a “when needed” promise of
work as cleaner of irrigation ditches for the College Department of Agriculture. The pay for
dishwashing was three meals a day, except Sunday. The pay for the other jobs was 35 cents an
hour.Years later, after reading Catcher in the Rye, memories of that day came flooding back to
me and I tried to pull them together into the raw material for a short story—working in the good-
bye hug from Mama, shaking hands with Barney, standing on the mostly dead bermuda grass of
Mrs. Pulliam’s yard watching our sedan disappear down the street, the mixed feelings of fear,
exultation, loneliness, and excitement. Suddenly I was a formally recognized adult. Free at last
from boyhood, a career at which I had not felt myself successful. I was skinny, clumsy, slow of
foot, the survivor of two tough pre-antibiotic bouts of pneumonia, and a struggle with malaria that
kept me home from sixth grade classes for months. I had the sort of ears that made Ross Perot a
favorite of cartoonists, a large and bony nose, and a tendency to do dumb things to minimize the
risk of being considered a sissy by my peers. (For example, jumping out of a barn loft to show
pals how paratroopers did it and, as paratroopers often did, tearing up ankle tendons.) Now I
had a new start. I was simultaneously scared and jubilant, an emotional mix that was (and still is)
beyond my ability to handle in fiction.Imagine if you can the exact opposite of the movie-TV
stereotype of college students and you have my six fellow occupants of Mrs. Pulliam’s upstairs
rooms. They tended to be grim, dead serious, tired, and on the razor edge of flunking out, going



broke, or both. The exception was Sam Singletery Elliot, the offspring of an old and important
Georgia family, and why he was reduced to living among us will be explained in a moment. The
fellow with whom I would share a mattress for the semester was James Bean, the son of an
Army captain. He had played linebacker at one of the huge Oklahoma City high schools. He was
big, burly, short-tempered, and not happy to give up his privacy nor even the wall-side of his bed
to a late-arriving country bumpkin.Bean based his claim to the outside of the mattress neither on
getting there first nor on his obvious physical superiority. He noted that his job (assistant cook
and janitor in a sorority) required him to be in the kitchen at 5 A.M. Since the sorority was a two-
mile walk away he had to hit the floor about 4 A.M. and I wouldn’t want a 200-pound linebacker
climbing over me at that hour seven mornings a week. He was a good, generous lad, once
loaning me fifty cents to finance a plan to ask a girl in my Chem Lab out for a cup of coffee. She
said no thanks but Bean and I became friends.Bean was already eighteen. He had volunteered
and was awaiting his call to arms. It came at semester end. I heard years later that he was killed
in Italy, one of the thousands of young men General Mark Clark sacrificed in his egomanic race
to get to Rome before the British.Like Elliot, Bean was an exception in our group but only
because he was from Oklahoma City, and therefore urbane. The rest of us were either farm kids
or came from little crossroads villages. In those innocent days before female liberation, a high
percentage of young ladies in college were there looking for eligible husbands. Mrs. Pulliam’s
roomers, supporting ourselves with a variety of 35-cent-an-hour jobs, were clearly not suitable
nor competitive with the fraternity boys. Not one of us had a date that semester.Our social
involvement took place downstairs in Mrs. Pulliam’s parlor, where she was attempting to teach
us auction bridge. Sam Singletery Elliot had the eligible look but was almost always in the game
because he neither held a job nor did homework. Sam had fallen in love and Sam is worth a
paragraph because he was part of the education I received at Oklahoma A&M.From Sam I
learned about a social class system that I had no idea existed outside the Victorian-era novels
I’d read. I learned there are poor people and rich people and we were among the former. Sam
was one of the latter group—a refugee among us at the moment because his family was out of
sorts with him and had cut off his allowance. As I remember Sam’s story he’d gone to some
private school in Savannah, where his family was involved in shipping and banking. He had
pledged the family’s fraternity at Georgia Tech, did the party scene, and flunked out. An aunt in
Tulsa had then taken charge and got Sam enrolled at A&M. Sam was tall, handsome, courteous,
amiable, and big-hearted. I was fascinated by him, and so was another of Mrs. Pulliam’s
inmates, a wheat farmer’s son named Darrell. By the middle of the semester we were Sam’s
friends and confidants.
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Patricia Jeffers, “Ver insightful. Loved the family pic”

Patto, “The charming guy behind the great books. I’m a big Hillerman fan. I read this book to help
get over the sadness of finishing all the Leaphorn and Chee mysteries. The parts of Hillerman's
memoir I enjoyed most were his memories of a happy childhood in poverty in Oklahoma and his
war years.As a mortar gunner in the infantry in World War II, Hillerman emerges as an incredibly
amiable guy with a great sense of humor, not obviously heroic, but with such integrity and
willingness to do his job, that he follows his orders bravely. He accepts his war wounds
cheerfully, as he seems to accept every reversal. The only thing that gets him down is the long
wait to find the woman of his dreams. And then he becomes such an enthusiastic and grateful
husband, that you really have to love him.I also especially liked his descriptions of his early jobs
as a newspaper reporter. Hillerman paints a lively picture of the whole crazy world of the
newsroom before computers.Readers who want to know how writers get their ideas will enjoy
the section in which Hillerman describes the inspiration of each of his book. Reading this you
can sense his generosity of spirit. Despite being one of America's greatest mystery writers, he
doesn't make a mystery of who he is or how he thinks.It was a real pleasure getting to know
Hillerman. The essential goodness of Leaphorn and Chee comes directly from the personality of
their author. The Navajo worldview is not very different from Hillerman's.”

Jackie, “Seldom Disappointed by Tony Hillerman. Beginning many years ago I have been a
reader of books by Tony Hillerman. Originally I was captured by his information about the Navajo
traditions being followed in current day. The characters portrayed the difficult mixture of
adapting to modern life along with keeping intact the portions of their heritage that were
important to each of their lives. Fly on the Wall, the first of his books I read that did not center on
Indian culture I did not find as involving, though the difficulty of the main character in dealing with
his conflicts carried similar adjustments to moral decisions followed in the face of personal
danger. Finding Moon which also does not center on Indian culture again focused on the
adjustment of the stretching of the main character's beliefs about himself to the reality in which
he finds himself. Moon's character seemed to me to be more real as he struggled to keep going
in the face of many obstacles and as he found himself to be more as others saw him. Seldom
Disappointed in an excellent portrayal of Hillerman's real life as the background for his written
work allows the reader to understand the energy that moved the characters forward, even when
they might have wished to stay in a situtation to which they had become more comfortable. It is
charmingly and informatively written with the personal details many authors might not reveal
about themselves. His support from his family and friends mirrors the needs of some of his
characters who frequently seem alone with their difficult decisions. I highly recommend this
book to anyone who has read Tony Hillerman's books, or to one who enjoys learning about an



author and may find his books now of interest.”

William M. Hudson, “Looking forward to reading this memoir. I have not yet had a chance to sit
down and read this memoir by one of my favorite authors (but I did place it higher in my stack
than chronology should dictate). I will say I was NEVER DISAPPOINTED by his writing.The book
is just as described by the seller, and was shipped promptly, arriving sooner than anticipated.”

David Crow, “Incredible life. Ton Hillerman. Was a one of a kind writer who knew more about
Navajo culture and customs than most Navajos. His books made him a living legend long ago
but in his memoir we learn he was a decorated war hero, an intrepid reporter, an academic, a
devoted father and husband as well as being a truly great American. One of the finest memoirs
ever written.”

nanoguy, “The Relevant and Practical Way A Great Writer Dealt With Disappointment.. More
than just an autobiography or memoir of a great man, this is about how to overcome adversity,
manage stress, and find your path of worth in this life. Just looking at the dust jacket always
reminds me to take a step back, draw a deep breath, and tell myself once again that attitude
makes all the difference. I keep a permanent copy on my bookshelf and so purchased this for a
friend. I liked Tony Hillerman's books, had learned a bit about his early life already from a
friend's mother, and knew this would be a good read. I can unconditionally recommend it as
perhaps being even more important and relevant today than when it was written.”

gtd914, “Not Disappointed (mostly). I was not disappointed but a little surprised so much of the
book was about his early years. The war stories were amazing and remind you that the "greatest
generation" label is not overstatement (my dad's his war time locations and experienced in
Europe paralleled Hillerman's). I would have liked more on the background to his books (the
Hopi and Navaho cultures) in a more systematic or thematic approach. But even so, I learned a
lot about how he became such beloved author. His time as a professor was also interesting. I
am now reading his short stories. I hope his daughter Ann will write another novel in her father's
tradition to keep the genre alive.”

Susie M., “Tony Hillerman at his best!. A straightforward and down to earth account of many of
the interesting life-shaping people and events throughout his extraordinary life by Tony
Hillerman.”

P D, “Five Stars. great read”

The book by Tony Hillerman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 217 people have provided feedback.
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